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Abstract
Abstract
Positron emission tomography (PET) is a noninvasive medical imaging tool that
produces sequences of images describing the distribution of radiotracers in the
object. PET images can be processed to evaluate functional, biochemical, and
physiological parameters of interest in human body. However, images generated by
PET are generally noisy, thereby complicating their geometric interpretation and
affecting the precision. The use of physical models to simulate the performance
of PET scanners is well established. Such techniques are particularly useful at
the design stage as they allow alternative specifications to be examined. When a
scanner is installed and begins to be used operationally, its actual performance
may deviate somewhat from the predictions made at the design stage. Thus it
is recommended that routine quality assurance (QA) measurements could be used
to provide an operational understanding of scanning properties. While QA data
are primarily used to evaluate sensitivity and bias patterns, there is a possibility
to also make use of such data sets for a more refined understanding of the 3-
D scanning properties. Therefore, a comprehensive understanding of the noise
characteristics in PET images could lead to improvements in clinical decision
making.
The main goals of this thesis are to develop model-based approaches for de-
scribing and evaluating the statistical properties of noise and a practical approach
for simulation of an operational PET scanner. We began with the empirical analy-
sis of statistical characteristics—bias, variance and correlation patterns in a series
of operational scanning data. A multiplicative Gamma model had been developed
for representing the structure of reconstructed PET data. The novel iteratively
re-weighted least squares (IRLS) techniques were proposed for the model fitting.
These included the use of a Gamma-based probability transform for normalising
residuals, which could be used for model diagnostics. Building on the Gamma
based modelling and probability transformation, we developed a 3-D spatial auto-
regressive (SAR) model to represent the 3-D spatial auto-covariance structure
within the normalised data. Auto-regressive coefficients were also estimated based
on the minimisation of difference between 3-D auto-correlations calculated from
the normalised data and model. Both traditional filtered back-projection (FBP)
and expectation-maximisation (EM) reconstructions were considered. Numeri-
cal simulation studies were carried out to evaluate the performance of the above
models.
The proposed models led to a very trivial process for simulation of the
scanner—one that can be implemented in R. This provided a very practical mech-
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anism to be routinely used in clinical practice—assessing error characteristics
associated with quantified PET measures. Moreover, this fast and simplified ap-
proach has a potential usage in enhancing the quality of inferences produced from
operational clinical PET scanners.
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Chapter 1
Thesis Introduction and
Overview
1.1 Introduction
Medical imaging is the technique of revealing internal structures of a body which is
often thought of viewing anatomical structures, e.g., computed tomography (CT),
however, medical imaging also includes the imaging of physiologic function rather
than anatomy, e.g., positron emission tomography (PET) [79]. PET is a nuclear
medical imaging modality which detects positron emitted photons and produces
tomography images of a subject. In recent years, PET seems to become the most
advanced application of nuclear medical imaging and no other imaging technique
can be compared. It has been widely used in the clinical management in oncology,
cardiology and neurology. Normally, a PET scan starts with the injection of radio-
labelled molecules (radiotracer) into a subject, this is followed by the detection
and imaging of the tracer distribution [96]. Depending on the biological property
of the injected radiotracer, PET is quite versatile as the various clinical processes
can be considered in PET study. Unlike the morphological imaging techniques,
PET measures the metabolic processes of the body in vivo. These measurements
are derived from the reconstructed images which describe the distribution of
the injected tracer. The images are displayed as a series of 2-D cross-sectional
images. The noise level in PET images is relatively higher due to the lower
radiation dose used compared to CT [44]. The noise behaviours in the PET images
are also affected by many factors such as machine type, correction procedures,
reconstruction methods, injection dose, and etc [88, 109]. The high magnitude
and the unknown structure of noise limit the utilisation of PET technique.
The PET or PET/CT imaging centres have been spread all over the world.
1
1. Thesis Introduction and Overview 1.2 Main Contributions
The number of PET related sites is large and continues to grow. There is an
extensive literature on the use of physical models to simulate the performance
of PET scanners. Often these techniques are particularly useful at the design
stage, allowing innovations in various aspects to be examined. When a scanner is
installed and begins to be used operationally, its actual performance may deviate
from the predictions made by the physical simulation model. Thus it is recom-
mended that routine quality assurance (QA) measurements be used to provide
an operational understanding of scanning properties. Phantom study is one of
the most common and important measurement assessing imaging quality of PET
scanners. The data used in this thesis are uniform cylindrical phantom data ob-
tained either from the American College of Radiology Imaging Network (ACRIN)
[98] or a local hospital—Cork University Hospital (CUH). While phantom data
are typically used to evaluate sensitivity and bias patterns, there is a possibility
to make more elaborate use of such data sets in order to develop an empirical
representation of scanning.
This thesis aims to understand in a profound way how to describe the non-
Gaussian nature of PET data and based on that understanding develop frame-
works and methods for estimation of bias and variance as well as the 3-D spatial
auto-covariance in PET imaging, and thus develop a practical approach for sim-
ulation of an operational PET scanner. We provide a statistical point of view in
analysing the performance of PET scanners, make the sophisticated use of QA
data and hopefully enhance the quality of inferences produced from operational
clinical scanners.
1.2 Main Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• The quality variation in the reliability of PET data has been demonstrated
across many PET centres and scanners.
• The applicable of Gamma distribution for representing PET measurements
has been investigated.
• An Gamma model based approach to estimate local bias and variance in an
operational scanner has been developed and the method is demonstrated
and evaluated by using both QA data and numerical simulation study.
• We construct a 3-D spatial auto-regressive model to represent the auto-
covariance structure of PET measurements.
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• Our work provides a very practical mechanism for routinely generating some
assessments of error characteristics associated with quantified PET mea-
sures.
• R [86] programme to implement the above analysis has been developed.
1.3 Structure of the Thesis
This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 is an introductory review of medical
imaging tools, PET technique and image noise. In Chapter 3, general noise—bias,
variance and spatial correlation are discussed using empirical method, a collection
of 3-D PET scanners are considered. Chapter 4 provides a multiplicative Gamma
model to represent reconstructed PET data and discusses the model fitting in
detail. Chapter 5 considers a spatial auto-regressive model to analyse the spatial
autocorrelation structure of the noise in PET images. Finally, the results of this
thesis are discussed in Chapter 6, followed by the perspectives for future work.
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Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Medical Imaging Modalities
Medical imaging is the technique and process of creating visualisation of body
parts, tissues, or organs, for use in clinical diagnostics, medical intervention and
disease monitoring. The aim of this technique is to produce images noninvasively
of the internal structures of human body. In modern medicine, medical imaging
has achieved a great progress. Over the years, many kinds of medical imaging have
been developed, such as X-ray, computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), ultrasound imaging and positron emission tomography (PET),
each with their own clinical or medical purposes and applications. Up to 2010,
more than 5 billion medical imaging investigations had been conducted worldwide
[92]. The increase use of medical imaging has undoubtedly been of patient benefit.
Today, accurate diagnostics and appropriate treatment decisions are highly rely
on these technologies, without them, both diagnosis and treatment can be very
difficult to achieve with any level of accuracy.
Although this thesis is focus on PET, it is worthwhile to discuss some other
medical imaging modalities before discussing PET. It would be helpful to un-
derstand the importance and particularity of PET. This section begins with de-
scribing some of the most widely used medical imaging modalities and then em-
phatically introduces PET scan. Most of the medical imaging techniques could
be classified into two types—morphological and functional. The morphological
imaging focuses on the representation of the body’s structures while the func-
tional imaging detects and measures the changes in metabolism, blood flow, etc.
We will first discuss the morphological imaging techniques, e.g., CT and MRI,
which are in contrast to the functional imaging techniques, e.g., SPECT and
PET.
4
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2.1.1 Morphological Imaging
Back to the end of the 19th century, seeing the skeleton of a living person was
unexpected and beyond world’s imagination until Wilhelm Röntgen showed his
first X-ray image of his wife’s hand [31]. This was an explosive news and directly
made him become the first winner of Nobel Prize in physics. Since three months
after his announcement, the use of X-ray in medical imaging continues to this
day. Nowadays, when people talk about X-ray scan, it often refers to projectional
radiography which produces two-dimensional images using X-ray radiation and
involves examining the amount of X-rays reaching the detector. Different body
parts have different effect of attenuation on X-rays. Depending on tissue density,
each tissue absorbs varying degrees of radiation, producing different shadows on
the image. For example, bones may absorb more of the radiation and thus, appear
whiter on the image, while the lung tissue is mostly composed of air and results
in darker appearance. Traditional plain X-rays are very useful in the detection of
skeleton system, lung diseases as well as bowel diseases, but they are less useful
in the imaging of brain or muscle. Although X-ray is the cheapest, the most
convenient and widely used method in the world, it still has some weaknesses
such as exposure to radiation and limitation of diagnostic accuracy.
Computed Tomography
Since the traditional plain X-rays generate images as a projection of human body,
overlapping tissues are hard to distinguish in this technique. To get a better look
inside the body without the interference from different organs and tissues, com-
puted tomography (CT) was invented independently by Sir Godfrey Hounsfield
and Dr. Alan Cormack, both of whom awarded the Nobel Prize in 1979 [31]. CT
scans take the transmission readings of X-rays through the body at multitude
of angles, calculate the absorption values from these readings and present cross-
sectional images (slices) of the body on a computer [42], see Figure 2.1. Modern
CT scanners allow this 2-D tomographic data to be represented in volumetric
(3-D) objects of patient body, see Figure 2.5 (b) as an example.
By the nature of CT, it involves larger radiation doses than plain X-rays and
provides higher resolution images with improved anatomical details in two or three
dimensions. One of the main advantages of CT compared to the other medical
imaging techniques is the low structural noise magnitude in the images. This
reduction in noise and efficient dose utilisation has made the visualisation of low-
contrast objects (similar density) a reality [30]. Therefore, CT is widely used all
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: (a) CT scanner, GE Brivo CT325. (b) Chest CT (lung window) in a
patient with lung tumour in red circle1.
around the world and the application areas are varying from emergency medicine
to cancer diagnosis, such as detection of broken bones in head, heart diseases,
abdominal diseases and lung cancer. The use of CT has increased rapidly, there
are more than 62 million CT scans obtained in the United States every year [14].
Although CT is a fast and accurate medical imaging method, it has some
drawbacks and limitations. It can be misinterpreted, for example, it is difficult to
distinguish pathological and healthy structures especially in bones [32]. Another
considerable issue is that the exposure of radiation and then raising the risk of
radiation induced cancer—one abdominal CT scan gives an equivalent radiation
dose to at least 50 conventional abdominal X-ray examinations [14]. Many pa-
tients even need to undergo several CT scans in the same day. Thus, the problem
of how to reduce the dose of CT examinations without sacrificing accuracy has
been a great challenge for both clinicians and manufacturers. Some analyses as-
sociated with the radiation exposure of CT show that the use of CT is related to a
nonnegligible risk of radiation induced cancer, especially for women and children
[28, 66, 32, 14, 92]. The radiation problem of CT scan should be considered more
carefully when selecting patients and examining scan protocols.
Since CT provides high resolution images and accurate anatomic information
within the body, the combination of CT and other functional imaging techniques
is used which allows the information from two different exams to be correlated
and interpreted on one image, for example, single photon emission computed
tomography/computed tomography (SPECT/CT) and positron emission tomog-
raphy/computed tomography (PET/CT). The combined (hybrid) imaging tech-
niques will be introduced in 2.1.3 except SPECT/CT which is less relevant to
1Case contributed by Prof. Xiuhua Guo, Capital Medical University, Beijing, China.
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this thesis and thus the reader is refer to [64] for more information.
Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) also called magnetic resonance (MR) is a type
of medical imaging that works without using ionising radiation and has specific
uses in the diagnosis of disease. The basic principles of NMR spectroscopy are
described by Friebolin [33] as a bio-magnetic nuclear spin imaging technology
which has been developed rapidly in the last two decades. When a subject is
placed in the strong magnetic field in an NMR system, it is irradiated with
appropriate electromagnetic waves to change the rotational direction of hydrogen
atoms, and the released electromagnetic signals are processed to form an image
of the subject. The contrast between different types of tissue is determined by
the relaxation time—the time it takes of excited atoms to return to equilibrium.
A picture of MRI scanner and a brain MRI image are shown in Figure 2.2.
MRI is superior to CT in the scanning and detection of abnormalities in the
brain, spine, joints and other soft tissue body parts. More importantly, this imag-
ing technique avoids radiation exposure to the patient which averts the radiation
problem described in the previous section. However, the disadvantages of MRI
scan can not be ignored. MRI scans are more expensive than CT scans and the
acquisition time is longer which leads to an issue of patient’s comfort. Further-
more, some disturbing factors such as motion artefacts and hardware artefacts,
could cause blurring of the entire image [88]. Additionally, MRI scanning is not
applicable for patients with some metal implants.
Another limitation of MRI is that it provides little functional information
of the subject. This could be remedied by combining MRI with an functional
imaging modality such as PET. However, PET/MRI is not commonly used in
clinical diagnoses because of technical difficulties and high expenses. A brief
introduction of PET/MRI is given in 2.1.3. Another functional imaging technique
using MRI technology is functional MRI (fMRI) which was developed to visualise
neural activity in the brain [78]. Due to the special and complex structures of
the human brain, imaging of the activities in brain was quite challenging until
fMRI appears. It is a functional neuroimaging procedure using MRI technology to
detect changes of blood flow in the brain which relies on the fact that the blood
flow is associated with brain activity [48]. As the development of science and
technology, an increasing number of functional imaging modalities are invented
for various purposes. Some representative modalities of functional imaging will
be introduced in the following section.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: (a) MRI scanner, OptimaTM MR450w GEM–70cm. (b) MRI image
of a brain showing a pituitary tumour2.
2.1.2 Functional Imaging
As opposed to morphological imaging, functional imaging is focused on detect-
ing physiological activities within a human tissue or organ, such as Electroen-
cephalography (EEG), Electrocardiography (ECG), functional Magnetic Reso-
nance Imaging (fMRI), Positron Emission Tomography (PET), Single Photon
Emission Computer Tomography (SPECT), and etc.
EEG
ECG
Figure 2.3: The example of EEG
and ECG images.
EEG [75] records the electrical impulses of
the brain by using electrodes attached to the
scalp and ECG [41] records the electrical ac-
tivity of the heart by using electrodes placed
on the skin. These two techniques are quite
different to the medical imaging modalities de-
scribed in 2.1.1, they don’t provide the struc-
tural information of the subject but only record
the electric signals and show the signals as lines on paper or screen, as shown in
Figure 2.3. EEG has a high temporal resolution (milliseconds) as it continuously
measures the electrical activity in the brain, but a poor spatial resolution [82].
It is often used for diagnosing seizure disorders, tumours, degenerative disorders
and metabolic disturbances that could affect the brain.
ECG is similar to EEG, but its diagnosis area is the heart. ECG is often
used to measure the rate of heartbeats and heart chamber positions. In contrast
to EEG, fMRI has low temporal but relatively high spatial resolution. Thus,
2URL: https://bigpictureeducation.com/brain-imaging-images
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acquiring EEG and fMRI simultaneously has the potential for monitoring the
joint inferences of brain activities, but also poses many technical challenges, such
as the artefacts problem [91, 73].
Nuclear medicine is a branch of medicine which uses small amounts of ra-
dioactive materials called radiotracers to diagnose and treat diseases. The main
difference between nuclear medicine imaging and other imaging modalities men-
tioned previously is that the emphasis of nuclear medicine imaging techniques is
the physiological function but not the anatomy or structure of the subject. For
such reason, nuclear medicine imaging could be classified as functional imaging or
physiological imaging. The two most widely used imaging modalities in nuclear
medicine are SPECT and PET. Since the main focus of this work is on PET,
the detailed discussion about PET will be introduced in Section 2.2. SPECT is
similar to PET as it uses radiotracers and detects gamma rays, but the gamma ra-
diations emitted by SPECT tracers are measured directly by two gamma cameras,
whereas PET tracers emit positrons that annihilate with electrons and generate
two gamma photons in opposite directions simultaneously. As shown in Figure
2.4 (a), the two gamma cameras are placed on opposite sides of the patient and
are rotated around the patient. Then the projections are acquired during the
rotation which can be reconstructed either analytically by filtered backprojection
(FBP) or iteratively by ordered subset expectation-maximisation (OSEM). These
reconstruction methods are similar to the methods used in PET, which will be
discussed in Section 2.2.3. SPECT is capable of a much wider range of radioiso-
topes than clinical PET, such as 123I, 99mTc, 111In, 155Tb, 67Ga, 90Y, etc., each
with its own diagnostic purposes. A recent review of the radionuclides used in
SPECT is available in [64]. SPECT is often used to diagnose or monitor brain
disorders, heart diseases and bone problems. Although this kind of scanning tool
is eclipsed after PET appears, it is far from being obsolete [64]. Both of these two
techniques have their strengths and weaknesses. The most competitive advantage
of SPECT is that the test is less expensive and more readily available, but the
low resolution (which is about 1 cm resolution) is the main weakness.
As this brief review of medical imaging modalities shows, each modality has
their advantages and disadvantages. The hybrid imaging technique offers an
opportunity to provide the fused images of two (or more) imaging modalities.
Some hybrid imaging modalities will be discussed in the following section.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: (a) SPECT scanner, Siemens SymbiaTM S. (b) SPECT image showing
normal brain activity3.
2.1.3 Hybrid Imaging Modalities
Historically, medical imaging devices of either morphological or functional imag-
ing have been developed, more or less, independently [110]. Nevertheless, the
pre-clinical designs and early prototypes of the combined imaging modalities,
in particular PET/CT, has received with enthusiasm because of the significant
diagnostic advantages they can offer. As already mentioned, hybrid imaging is
defined as the fusion of two or more imaging technologies, it is not only the
summation of different techniques but also more powerful to show the molec-
ular processes in vivo within more accurate anatomic images [43]. We begin
by presenting the outstanding technique—PET/CT, this is followed by a newly
introduced scanner—PET/MRI.
PET/CT
The combined PET/CT scanner was named the “Medical invention of the year”
in 2000 by Time Magazine. The first prototype PET/CT was installed in 1998
at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center and scanned more than 300 pa-
tients from 1998 to 2001 [9, 112], then the demand of commercial PET/CT grew
rapidly because of the advantages of this technique for oncology imaging [113].
PET/CT is a combination of PET and CT and acquires aligned functional and
anatomical images simultaneously. In addition, the CT scanning provides the
correction of PET data for attenuation. Kinahan et al [55] provided an algo-
rithm for attenuation corrections associated with scaling the CT images from
3URL: http://www.sciencephoto.com
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(a) PET images
(b) CT images
(c) Fused images
Figure 2.5: PET/CT scan generated on a GE Advance scanner of a lung can-
cer patient4, showing from left to right, transverse, coronal and sagittal view in
AMIDE [61]. The tumour was indicated by the arrows.
4Case contributed by Dr. Peter Murphy, Cork University Hospital, Cork, Ireland.
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X-ray energy (from 40 keV through 140 keV) to PET annihilation photon en-
ergy (511 keV). Essentially, using CT scan for attenuation correction reduces
the noise in PET and saves the scan time by at least 40% [113]. Until recent
years, CT-based attenuation correction is still an active research area [53, 97].
After calculations, the attenuation-corrected and reconstructed PET images are
available for viewing—see Figure 2.5 as an example. Figure 2.5 shows that the
PET image is highly noisy and has low resolution, but it highlights the tumour
which is indicated by the arrow. In contrast, CT image has high resolution and
provides accurate anatomical information, but the tumour region is inconspicu-
ous. While the fused image provides an high quality anatomical reference for the
tumour region. This is a powerful example to show that the hybrid PET/CT
scan is an effective approach to provide precise localisation of regions of interest
(ROI) within a morphological framework. Addition of CT component not only
improves correction for attenuation, but also helps with localisation of the struc-
tures. Moreover, the combined PET/CT brings confidence to the reader, whether
radiologist or nuclear physician [12].
Actually, since the first commercial PET/CT reached the market by 2001,
the sales of stand-alone PET scanners in the United States declined to zero by
2006 [110] and only 13% of PET studies was performed by using stand-alone
PET in 2008 which used to be 30% in 2005 [43]. Up to 2009, more than 2,000
PET/CT scanners have been installed in the United States [16]. The widespread
use of PET/CT is not only in the United States but also worldwide. For example,
in mainland China, there were 240 PET/CT scanners until 2015 and the total
number of PET studies was 469,364 [22]. At present, there are 8 PET/CTs in
Ireland—1.7 scanners per million inhabitants, and more than 400 scanners in all
of Europe [29].
Our analysis in Chapter 3 is based on a rich collection of phantom mea-
surements assessing imaging quality which acquired in a number of PET clinical
centres in the US, and the work described in Chapter 4 & 5 are motivated by a
recently acquired physical phantom dataset from a PET/CT scanner at a local
hospital.
PET/MRI
Compared with the rapid development of PET/CT and SPECT/CT, PET/MRI
system has remained in the pre-clinical arena for a decade until 2006—the first
combined PET and MRI scan was performed [101]. Since the phototubes, utilised
in PET, are sensitive to magnetic fields, an PET/MRI configuration is more
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challenging and more complex than the previously discussed hybrid modalities
[110]. While the need for simultaneous PET/MRI scanner is still in debate,
the competitive advantage of this modality is widely agreed. For example, in
PET/MRI scanner, MR imaging provides excellent soft tissue contrast which can
be combined with the physiologic information provided by PET. On the other
hand, the lack of ionising radiation offered by MRI allows the reduction of the
exposed radiation dose, it is important for the paediatric imaging and the patients
who need to undergo repeated imaging [52].
2.2 Positron Emission Tomography
Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is a widely used medical imaging technique
which generates three-dimensional images based on the detection of photons emit-
ted by a positron-emitting radionuclide within a volume or body. In recent times,
PET plays an essential role in oncology, cardiology as well as in neurology. This
section will give a brief review of this incredible technique from various aspects.
2.2.1 History
The early medical application of the positron can be traced back to 1951. The
first brain probe using positron data was reported by William Sweet at Mas-
sachusetts General Hospital (MGH) [106]. The patient was positioned between
two opposing sodium iodide (NaI(T1)) detectors, and the results were printed as
a 2-D image of the positron source. In the same year, Frank Wrenn published the
study of the localisation of brain tumours by detecting the coincidence scintilla-
tion of annihilation pairs [125]. Image reconstruction techniques were developed
subsequently in the 1960s and 1970s, and the invention of filtered back projec-
tion reconstruction by David Chesler accelerated the progress of reconstruction
technique [24, 25, 26]. Chesler tested filtered back projection by computer sim-
ulation and then applied this type of reconstruction to PET and CT data. In
1973, the first PET tomography (PETT I) was built by Michael Phelps at Wash-
ington University. Phelps named it as Positron Emission Transaxial Tomography
(PETT), and later reduced the name to PET [77]. Although this first tomogra-
phy marks the beginning of modern PET technology, it was failed in producing
proper reconstructed images due to the lack of attenuation correction, etc. In
the following years, refinement of PET devices were being developed very fast,
mainly by Phelps, Hoffman and Ter-Pogossian et al., such as PETT II and PETT
III [83, 84, 108]. The PETT III system consisted a hexagonal array with eight
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NaI(T1) detectors on each side and detected the coincidences with the detectors
on the opposing sides. Another step in the development of the PET technique
was the use of ring systems instead of hexagonal array of detectors [10], this ring
system has become the prototype of the current shape of PET. In 1984, Burnham
et al. [17] developed a complicated detector ring that individual small scintilla-
tor detectors were placed ahead of photomultipliers with a circular lightguide
between them, after which multi-crystal detectors with position-sensitive photo-
multiplier tubes, so called the “Block” detector, were constructed to reduce the
cost without sacrificing performance [20]. The majority of present tomographys
are using some form of the “Block” detector which is conceived as a means to
simplify the Burnham detector—see Figure 2.7.
During the period from 1987 to 1990, some major imaging companies, such
as Siemens and General Electric (GE), started to distribute commercial PET
devices [77]. Ever since, PET has been validated for clinical applications and
not just research oriented. As development continued, a system with Lutetium
Oxyorthosilicate (LSO) scintillation crystals, which has high light output, was
used to improve the resolution of detectors [21].
2.2.2 The Physics of PET
Based on the discovery of the positron in 1933 by Carl D. Anderson [4], PET is
a medical imaging technique that detects and quantifies the spatial distribution
of a positron-emitting radiopharmaceutical (radioisotopes/radiotracer), which is
chosen to mark a specific metabolic activity/physiological process in the body.
Once the positron is emitted from the radiotracer, it annihilates with a nearby
atomic electron, then produces two 511 keV photons traveling in opposite direc-
tions. More specifically, radioisotopes may decay via positron emission, in which
a proton (p) in the atomic nucleus decays to a positron (e+), a neutron (n) and
a neutrino (ν) with release of energy (Eq. 2.1).
p
trans.−−−→ n+ ν + e+ + energy (2.1)
As shown in Figure 2.6, a positron is emitted from the nucleus and travels ran-
domly through the surrounding matter for a few millimetres—depending on its
energy. When it loses enough energy, the positron interacts with a single electron
(e−) and produces two 511 keV photons travelling in an antiparallel direction, this
process is called annihilation. Once the two annihilation photons are detected by
a pair of detectors within a predefined coincidence time window (6 ∼ 12 ns) [128],
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of PET scan procedure. Left: Illustration of the annihi-
lation process of a positron and an electron. Middle: Detection of both 511 keV
photons in coincidence by the ring detector array in PET camera [60]. Right:
Signal collecting and processing procedure.
Figure 2.7: Schematic of a block detector (left) and a ring of a PET scanner
(right)5.
a “true” coincidence is registered along the line between the detector cells, which
is called the Line of Response (LOR). There are other types of coincidence events
such as scattered, randoms and multiples. Scattered coincidence is the event that
one or both of the detected annihilation photons undergoes Compton scatterings
during its traveling, which could lead to the wrong registration and overestima-
tion of the activity. When two independent photons, i.e. photons from different
annihilation event, are detected within the same time window, the coincidence is
random or accidental coincidence. Random coincidences reduce the accuracy of
detection and produce undesired background in the PET images [8]. If more than
two photons are detected within the same time window, multiple coincidence oc-
curs. This type of coincidence would be rejected since the determination of which
annihilation should be assigned is impossible [128].
After the corrections of scattered, random coincidences and attenuation, the
5URL: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3APET-
detectorsystem_2.png
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data collected in many orientations are then resorted and rebinned to form the
projection view that is called a sinogram. Sinograms are referred to as raw data
in PET, and are used in image reconstruction.
2.2.3 Image Reconstruction
Image reconstruction aims to provide images of distribution of injected radiotrac-
ers in a subject. Over the last four decades, lots of methods have been developed
for reconstruction of PET images. Reconstruction methods are either analytical
or iterative approach. Analytic reconstruction offers a direct and simple math-
ematical solution for the reconstruction problem such as filtered backprojection
(FBP). Iterative reconstruction methods are more complicated and provide more
accurate solution such as expectation maximisation (EM) method. Both methods
are described below.
Filtered Backprojection
Filtered backprojection (FBP) is the simplest and most widely used analytical,
sometimes called Fourier-based, reconstruction method in PET imaging. In the
early 1960s, the simple backprojection technique was introduced [56], it was based
on the straight backprojection (inverse 2-D Fourier transform) of its multiple
projections to a common image plane. However, this simple backprojection can
not recover the true image due to the oversampling in the centre of the Fourier
transform [38]. A new approach proposed by David Chesler [25, 26] solved this
problem by filtering the projection data before performing backprojection, see
Figure 2.8 for a brief illustration.
Object Sinograms
Filtered
Sinograms
Tomographic
Images
Projection Filtering Backprojection
1
Figure 2.8: Illustration of the filtered backprojection computation process.
Today, a number of filters have been designed and used in the reconstruction
of PET images. A common well known filter is the ramp filter which convolved
with the angular projections in the frequency domain before backprojection. Use
of the ramp filter removes the blurring effect of the simple backprojection, but it
amplifies the the high-frequency noise and produces noisy reconstructed images.
Therefore, various filters have been developed to eliminate the high-frequency
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noise such as Hanning filter which is a low-pass filter that limits the high fre-
quencies. In fact, there is no perfect filter, even though PET has been in use for
decades, thus the performance examine of filters is normally done by trial [96].
Iterative Reconstruction
The analytical reconstruction such as filtered backprojection (FBP) has limita-
tions and weaknesses, such as particularly remarkable artefacts near high intensity
regions. Iterative reconstruction is an alternative to the analytical reconstruc-
tion, which is more accurate in representing structures in image but has greater
computational costs. In 1977, Dempster et al. [27] proposed an expectation
maximisation (EM) algorithm to numerically determine a maximum likelihood
estimate (MLE). Five years later, the ML-EM algorithm, introduced to the field
of image reconstruction by Shepp and Vardi [103], provides the foundation for
today’s most popular reconstruction methods.
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Figure 2.9: Conceptual illustration of iterative image reconstruction methods.
The flowchart in Figure 2.9 shows the basic procedure of using an iterative
algorithm. It begins with an initial estimate, which may be a uniformly dis-
tributed image incorporated with attenuation cor ction, then the projections of
the initial estimate can be accomplished. The difference between the projections
on the base of the initial estimate and the ones actually measured can be used
to generate additive or multiplicative corrections for the initial estimate (usu-
ally via backprojection). This modified estimate then becomes the starting point
for the next iteration until an acceptable agreement between the estimated and
measured projections is achieved. The above process is the core of all iterative
reconstruction algorithms. If the multiplicative corrections are used, the method
is the ML-EM, and if the additive corrections are used, the method is the additive
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simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (ASIRT). The ASIRT method is
not of interest since it is not commonly used. The main disadvantage of the
ML-based iterative reconstruction is the difficulty in determining the number of
iterations—too many iterations can amplify the noise in the image [38]. Another
drawback of ML-EM algorithm is the low convergence rate—approximately 20–50
iterations to reach an acceptable convergence level. Since each iteration contains
one forward projection and one backprojection, the overall processing time of the
ML-EM algorithm is considerably more than the FBP.
To reduce the computation time, an acceleration approach called the ordered
subsets expectation maximisation (OSEM) algorithm was introduced by Hudson
and Larkin in 1994 [45]. The OSEM approach can be considered as a modified
version of the ML-EM, which divides the entire data set into subsets for each
image update and applies standard ML-EM iteration to each subset. Suppose
there are n subsets, each containing equal angular intervals of projections, the ML-
EM iteration is performed on each subset, thus the OSEM estimate approaches
to the final estimate is n times faster than the conventional ML-EM.
In general, iterative reconstruction methods greatly reduce the streak arte-
facts and provide more accurate reconstructions than analytical methods. All
iteratively reconstructed values are positive due to a positive constraint which
ensures that, as the reconstructed data are supposed to represent tracer distri-
bution, the produced image data are always positive [111]. The distribution of
positively constrained data is discussed in greater details in Chapter 4. The ML-
EM and OSEM iterative algorithms are currently used in many PET and SPECT
systems.
2.2.4 Radiotracers
The radiotracer plays an essential role in PET because it has a fundamental effect
on image quality and clinical interpretation. The radiotracers bear two responsi-
bilities which are participating in metabolism activities within the organism and
emitting signals that are detectable [117]. The applied tracers should have the
same biological and physiological functions as the substance to be labelled.
18F is one of the most commonly used radionuclides in clinical PET imaging
and often used to make up Fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) by substituting for hydro-
gen. 11C-labeled glucose behaves in the same way as normal glucose (unlabelled)
which allows it to provide the information of how glucose behaves exactly, but
it is rarely used in clinical applications due to the short half-life which makes it
expensive [37]. The ten-minute half-life of 13N limits its clinical usage—routinely
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Table 2.1: The most commonly used radioisotopes in PET, adapted from [58].
Radioisotope Half-life (min) Energy (MeV)
18F 110 0.63
11C 20.4 0.97
13N 9.96 1.19
15O 2.07 1.72
used in simple procedures such as using 13N-ammonia to measure myocardial
blood flow. 15O-labeled tracer with short half-life can be used in a process with
short biological half-life, for example, 15O-water is commonly used to study the
blood flow in brain [68].
2.3 Noise in PET Image
PET images are recognised as high noise level images compared to other medical
images such as CT and MRI. The noise in PET images affects their geometric
interpretation as well as quantitative interpretation. Some post-processing tech-
niques may be employed to reduce the noise in PET images. The estimation
accuracy of the parameters which characterise the noise is crucial to improve the
efficiency of image noise reduction. However, the statistical properties of noise
in reconstructed PET images are often not well characterised. In Chapter 4, we
examine the role of Gamma distribution in representing clinical PET data, and
provide a novel view of describing the statistical characteristics of noise. In this
section, the Poisson nature of emission process and some sources of noise in PET
data are discussed.
2.3.1 The Poisson Nature of Emission Process
The basic emission process associated with PET imaging is Poisson in nature.
As mentioned in 2.2.2, two photons are emitted when the annihilation occurs
and detected by a pair of detectors coincidentally. Then the signals detected by
detectors can be considered as the count of detected photons. However, it should
be note that the total number of emissions is typically much bigger than the
detectors count, because all of those photons that do not hit the detectors would
not be detected, for example some photons traveling along lines that are not
crossing the detector rings and some are attenuated by surrounding tissues and
organs [115]. Suppose a trial that the observation of an emission within a small
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time interval, t, within T , is a success. One emission of a pair of photons does
not affect the probability of the occurrence of the second emission, i.e. events
occur independently. Thus, the number of events observed in some time period,
T , follows a Poisson distribution.
Since the emission process follows a Poisson distribution and the noise in
conventional planar emission images, e.g., blood pool ventriculography [40], is
Poisson distributed, many would deem that the Poisson or approximately equiv-
alent Gaussian model is appropriate to describe projection data. However, it is
not the case. Many factors could affect the noise distribution of projection data.
Furthermore, the corrections and reconstructions applied for projection data are
not only amplify the magnitude of the noise, but also induce spatial correlations
resulting on clinical PET images [95]. The following section will discuss some of
these factors in detail.
2.3.2 Sources of Noise in PET Image
Scatter and random coincidences: Image noise is the random variations
or uncertainties in pixels across the image. Two major sources of noise in PET
are scatter and random coincidences which have been defined in 2.2.2. These two
types of coincidences can reduce image quality and their effects need correction.
In the case of scatter event, photons deviate from their original directions and
result in false counts in the PET images which may cause visible artefacts. Some
photons scattered outside the field of view (FOV) without being detected are
resulted in count losses. In the case of random coincidences, photons from two
independent annihilations are detected in the same time window and registered
wrong LOR in projection. These random events may produce a relatively uniform
background across the reconstructed image [8].
Poisson statistic noise: Since PET scanning process is based on the detec-
tion of annihilation photons and radioactive decay obeys Poisson statistics, the
number of counted photons (N) in a certain period of time (time frame) should
has Poisson noise which is given by 1/
√
N . It can be reduced by increasing the
total counts in the image, such as increasing the scanning time, injecting larger
dose of tradiotracers, or improving the sensitivity and efficiency of detectors.
However, these factors have limitations, e.g., longer scanning time gives rise to
discomfort of the patient and causes increasing movements. Too much activity
could lead to the exposure of radiation and then raise the risk of radiation in-
duced cancer. Additionally, more tracers produce more photons, which not only
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increase the true coincidence counts but also random and scatter coincidences as
well as dead-time loss (the factor of dead-time will be introduced shortly). The
sensitivity and efficiency of detectors may be limited by the crystal performance
and the design of device.
Dead-time loss: Dead-time is defined as the short interval between each de-
tection of photon during which the detector is incapable of further response. The
dead-time loss of counts increases for the high activity situations and induces
more noise in PET images. The faster and smaller crystals can be used in the
detector rings in order to minimise the dead-time.
Correction procedure: Although the corrected images are generally more
truthful representations, the correction procedure itself may produce undesirable
artefacts. The corrections applied for attenuation, scatter and random coinci-
dences may amplify the magnitude of the noise in projection data, and may also
induce spatial correlations [95]. Inaccurate correction procedures add more noise
in PET images and degrade the image quality.
Applied reconstruction method: Different noise levels appear in the dif-
ferent reconstructed images depending on which reconstruction method was ap-
plied. For example, FBP reconstruction produces more global noise distribution
compare to iterative reconstruction, i.e., FBP spreads noise from high intensity
regions to low intensity regions that makes the noise more uniform over the im-
age. While iterative reconstructions, such as ML-EM and OSEM, show that little
noise is spread from hot regions to cool regions [7, 90, 123]. Thus low noise level
is indicated in low intensity regions. For the images using OSEM reconstruction,
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is better than using FBP at equivalent resolu-
tion [90]. Our analysis in Chapter 4 compares the difference of noise properties
between FBP and iterative reconstructed PET images.
Sources of noise correlation: As already mentioned, the positron emis-
sion itself is a Poisson point process, there is no correlation between either the
true coincidence of detected data or the scatter and random noise. But differ-
ent post-processing methods could lead to different autocorrelation structures in
PET images. For instance, the filtering and smoothing process in FBP recon-
struction can introduce significant noise correlations (“streaks” artefacts) in the
reconstructed image [80], i.e., the ramp filter used in FBP amplifies the high
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frequencies and creates spatial autocorrelation to the pixel data. Correlation be-
tween the pixels affects the image quality and disturbs the prediction of scanner
performance—images with equal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)6 may have different
autocorrelation structures [74]. Thus signal-to-noise ratio becomes an inadequate
measure of PET image quality when images of different structures and degrees
of noise correlation are involved. Therefore, correlations in PET images can not
be ignored.
In Chapter 5, an empirical assessment of 3-D auto-correlation functions is
introduced and auto-regressive (AR) type models are used to represent spatial
correlation structure. We also suggests a very practical way to simulate PET
data with noise characteristics associated with operational PET scanners.
6Signal-to-noise ratio is the simplest form to characterise image quality.
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Chapter 3
Spatial Statistical Characteristics
in Clinical PET scanners
3.1 Background
This chapter describes the empirical assessment of spatial statistical
characteristics—bias, variance and covariance—in a rich collection of PET phan-
tom measurements assessing imaging quality. The work has been published in
the volumes of conference proceedings [71, 72].
3.1.1 PET Scanner Quality Assurance
The number of PET or PET/CT imaging sites is growing up rapidly, thus quality
assurance (QA) procedure is necessary to ensure that the produced images meet
performance requirements [51]. Quality control (QC) is a critical component
of routine clinical PET practice which is an established procedure focused on
monitoring the performance of operational scanner on a periodic basis (daily,
monthly or yearly), especially for image quality. For technical information on
QA including further details on QC procedures and clinical practice protocols,
the reader is referred to [51, 129].
3.1.2 Uniform Cylindrical Phantom
Uniformity of the reconstructed image is an important measure of PET scanner,
which measures the system response to a homogenous distribution of radioac-
tivity. The uniform cylindrical phantom is commonly used for routine QA and
calibrations in assessing transverse and axial uniformity across image planes [51].
The cylinder does not have any internal structure and is filled with a known
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(a) A uniform cylindrical phantom.
18-22 cm
1 bed position
(b) Plan and elevation of a uniform cylindrical phan-
tom.
Figure 3.1: Illustration of uniform cylindrical phantom.
amount of radioactivity1—as shown in Figure 3.1a. The diameter of the phan-
tom should be 18–22 cm and the length should be greater than the axial field of
view (FOV) of the scanner—as shown in Figure 3.1b. After the preparation of the
phantom, it is scanned using standard acquisition and reconstruction protocols in
PET or PET/CT scanners. Then the evaluation of uniformity should be made on
the reconstructed data. More specifically, the systematic deviations between the
actual activity value in the phantom and its measurement can be evaluated by
an average of PET-recorded voxel values in the region of interest corresponding
to the phantom in the scanner.
3.1.3 ACRIN Data
The American College of Radiology Imaging Network (ACRIN) was developed
to ensure that PET scanners were being operated properly and to qualify PET
sites for use in multi-centre cancer clinical trials [100]. A National Cancer Insti-
tute (NCI)-sponsored program—the Centres for Quantitative Imaging Excellence
(CQIE) program—has created a data set to allow qualification of PET imaging
sites for use in cancer clinical trials. The data have been assembled and main-
tained by ACRIN, with a rich collection of PET phantom measurements assessing
imaging quality. The CQIE program was initiated in 2010 to pre-qualify imaging
facilities (including PET, CT and MRI) at all NCI-designed cancer centres for
oncology trails. An overview of the CQIE program is provided in [93] and the
CQIE PET/CT qualification process and results are reviewed in [99].
ACRIN imaging protocol carried out a series of dynamic phantom studies on
PET scanners used by a set of institutions engaged in clinical cancer imaging.
1For the physical phantom data used in this thesis, the injected radionuclide for uniform
cylindrical phantom is FDG.
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Characteristics of 3-D PET Image
Scans were acquired and reconstructed in 3-D mode using site-specific choices
for various algorithm parameters. These measurements offer an opportunity to
obtain an empirical understanding of the statistical characteristics—bias, variance
and correlation patterns—of operational scanning data, and to explore factors
that may be associated with variation in these attributes. Our study uses voxel-
level data sampled in the interior of the phantom volume to develop estimates
for bias, variance and spatial correlation. Figure 3.2 shows typical data of a
particular scanner. Voxel-level data in a cylindrical volume, within white outline,
are used in analysis.
Figure 3.2: Sample Phantom data in the ACRIN set.
3.2 Empirical Analysis of Spatial Characteris-
tics of 3-D PET Image
3.2.1 Introduction
Previous work with the data has focused on systematic deviations between the
actual activity value in the phantom and its measurement by an average of PET-
recorded voxel values in the region of interest corresponding to the phantom in
the scanner. But the data also allow for more detailed evaluation of imaging char-
acteristics. Our work focuses on components of random variation. Dynamic data
considered are obtained from 3-D sequential scanning, typically with variations
on OSEM for reconstruction, of a uniform cylindrical phantom over a 25-minute
period. We evaluate axial, transaxial and temporal patterns in variance and
covariance. Variance characteristics are dominated by effective counts—these
are lower over short time frames and in the axial extremes of the scanner bed.
After adjustment for variance the spatial auto-correlation patterns in 3-D are
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evaluated. Auto-correlation is decomposed as a product of axial and trans-axial
effects. The trans-axial pattern follows the structure generally associated with
standard 2-D filtered back-projection reconstruction, i.e., largely determined by
the impulse response. Having a phantom based measurement of the variance and
auto-correlation patterns gives the possibility to make more efficient use of region
of interest data from patient scans. Usual regional averages can be replaced by
weighted averages, with weights inversely proportional to the local variance. In
addition, an approximate standard error for an ROI average can take account
of the phantom derived measurement of the auto-correlations. Thus information
from routine phantom scanning would practically enhance the value of informa-
tion recovered for patient studies.
3.2.2 Methodology
The voxel-level data in the (i, j)’th pixel of the k’th slice at time t is represented
by zijkt. These values are decay corrected activity per mL values, normalised
by the injected dose per mL of the phantom. In the absence of measurement
error, the z-values should be unity. The mean deviation of the z-data from unity
represents bias.
We model the mean of the z-data as a product of a radial (ur), axial (uk), and
temporal (ut) effects. The radial and axial effects are a function of the radial and
axial distance of the voxel from the centre of the scanner. An iterative procedure
is used to estimate these effects. For assessment of variance, we rescale the z-data
to remove bias to give values
eijkt = zijkt/(ûtûkûr)− 1
and model the variance as a product of a radial (σr2), axial (σk2) and temporal
(σt2) effects. These are again estimated by an iterative procedure. The standard-
ised data are produced as
e˜ijkt =
zijkt/(ûtûkûr)− 1
σtσkσr
Spatial auto-correlation of the e˜-values is assessed in the axial (slice-to-slice) as
well within-slice (in the transverse x- and y-directions).
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Figure 3.3: Estimated temporal (σt), axial (σk) and radial (σr) bias and standard
deviations (SD) in the PET measurement. σt is adjusted for effects of frame
duration and isotope decay.
3.2.3 Results
The estimated bias and standard deviation (SD) for a particular scanner are
shown in Figure 3.3. The top row shows that both bias and SD increase with
the measurement time. The middle row shows a strong axial pattern of SD—low
SD in axial centre and high SD in axial edge. Bias shows no axial pattern. The
bottom row shows that SD decreases slightly from the slice centre to the edge.
The standardised data are shown in Figure 3.4 (right column), as comparison,
the raw data are shown in the left column.
The estimated 1-D autocorrelation as a function of axial and trans-axial dis-
tance is shown in the top row of Figure 3.5, respectively. Histogram of square root
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Figure 3.4: Left: Boxplots of the distribution of voxel-level z-data classified by
acquisition time (top), axial (middle) and radial position (bottom).
Right: Boxplots of the distribution of normalised data.
Table 3.1: Analysis of Axial, Radial and Temporal bias and standard deviations
Axial (%) Radial (%) Temproral (%)
Effect Bias SD Bias SD Bias SD
Overall 0.76
∗ 27.41∗ 0.81∗ 5.03∗ 0.42∗ 1.56∗
(0.09) (1.86) (0.14) (0.11) (0.03) (0.17)
GE vs. Siemens -0.42
∗ 7.40 -0.26 -4.23 -0.17 0.73
(0.08) (4.56) (0.32) (2.16) (0.15) (1.12)
Profile 0.76
∗ 25.57∗ 0.80∗ 4.77∗ 0.42∗ 1.28∗
(0.11) (1.59) (0.13) (0.16) (0.03) (0.30)
Interaction -0.42
∗ 6.40 -0.27 -4.01∗ -0.17 0.62
(0.09) (3.37) (0.28) (1.54) (0.11) (0.81)
∗ denotes significant.
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Figure 3.5: Top: Estimated transverse and axial autocorrelation functions (ACF).
The red and green lines in the transverse ACF represent autocorrelation in the
row, column directions. Bottom left: Histogram of the standardised data and
comparison with normal quantiles (blue). Bottom right: Histogram of square
root transformed data classified by time and axial position.
transformed standardised data also shown in Figure 3.5. The square root trans-
formed data show good agreement with the Normal distribution as one would
expect for Poisson variables. Figure 3.6 shows bias and SD of 28 Siemens (red)
and GE (blue) scanners as function of normalised axial and radial location. Box-
plots of 28 Siemens (red) and GE (blue) autocorrelation as function of normalised
axial and trans-axial distance. Axial, Radial and Temporal, Bias and SD profiles
are analysed across scanners (Table 5.1). Note as in Figure 3.3, the temporal pro-
files are adjusted for frame duration and decay. To reduce the impact of outliers
we use median statistics in summarising effects. Standard errors and tests are
generated by the bootstrap in R. Figure 3.7 shows boxplots of 28 Siemens (red)
and GE (blue) autocorrelation as a function of normalised axial and trans-axial
distance. The correlation within planes is similar in both manufacturers but the
correlation between adjacent slices is significantly different between the GE and
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Figure 3.6: Estimated axial (σk) and radial (σr) bias and standard deviation for
28 sites classified by 2 different manufacturers. (21 GE, 7 Siemens)
Small plots: Average bias and SD for GE and Siemens scanners.
Siemens scanners.
3.3 Conclusions
The ACRIN data demonstrate appreciable temporal, axial, and radial variation
in the reliability of reconstructed scan data. The temporal effects are mostly a
function of decay and frame duration. Axial variation corresponds to reduction
in the available numbers of cross-planes towards to the edge of the scanner. The
radial effects are perhaps mostly a function of attenuation correction. Phantom
based bias and variance profiles provide the opportunity to enhance the statistical
basis for summarising ROI data, particularly whenever the ROI has a significant
axial or radial extent. In such cases, a weighted mean of the ROI would be
more reliable. While there is little overall difference between the axial, radial and
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Figure 3.7: Boxplots of trans axial and axial autocorrelation on lag 2 to 9.
temporal variance patterns of the GE and Siemens scanners, we see a marked
difference in the degree of persistence in the axial auto-correlation patterns. More
detailed investigation of this phenomenon in the context of operationally used
ACRIN type scanners is certainly warranted.
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The Gamma Characteristic of
Reconstructed PET Data
4.1 Introduction
Positron emission tomography (PET) is widely used in the clinical management of
many cancers—for staging, therapy planning and evaluation of therapy response.
Improved understanding of the characteristics of PET imaging measurements
could benefit clinical decision making. The analysis of statistical variation in
PET data, and specifically the problem of approximating standard errors for re-
gional means, has received considerable attention [2, 19, 46, 50, 62, 107]. Most of
this work has necessarily concentrated on classical filtered-backprojection (FBP)
reconstruction. With the widespread use of positivity constrained EM [115] re-
constructions in clinical practice, the nature of the distribution of such recon-
structions is receiving more careful attention. A basic result in probability is
that sums of independent Poisson random variables are also Poisson. With PET
the emission process can be viewed as a realisation of a Poisson process, and so
the local weighted-averaging nature of classical reconstruction kernels theoreti-
cally implies a relation between the mean and variance of reconstructed values
[46, 107]. This is a familiar characteristic of the Poisson and other distributions
such as the Gamma and Log-normal. Many factors impact on the noise character-
istics of reconstructed PET images and might lead to a deviation from the Poisson
distribution: most obviously scaling but attenuation and scatter corrections add
further complexities. Barret et al. [7] and Li [59] used simulations to examine
noise characteristics of iterative algorithms and suggested that the probability
density function for noise in iterative EM reconstructions could be approximated
by a Log-normal law. Teymurazyan et al. [109] reported measurements on a
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GEMINI PET/CT scanner comparing FBP and iterative EM reconstructions.
While Gaussian characteristics were reasonable for FBP reconstructed data, the
EM-reconstructed data were typically skewed. Their work suggested consider-
ation of the Gamma distribution for representation of measurements. In cases
where the reconstructed data are further analysed or quantitively interpreted, as
is the case in kinetic studies, the procedures used should ideally incorporate a
good understanding of the statistical characteristics of the measurements in or-
der that they be efficient [87]. In this context least-squares (or weighted least
squares), which is efficient for Gaussian data, may not be efficient/optimal for
Gamma or Log-normal data.
Motivated by experience with our own scanner, this work explores the Gamma
model in greater detail and provides inference implications associated with such
a representation of PET data. Post-reconstruction inference—model fitting and
diagnostics for regions of interest—is of particular interest. Although the rele-
vant Gamma parameterization is not within the framework of generalised linear
models (GLM), iteratively reweighted least squares (IRLS) techniques, which are
often used to find the maximum likelihood estimates of a GLM, can be adapted
for analysis in this setting. IRLS techniques are described to implement likeli-
hood inference based on the Gamma assumption. This makes essential use of
approximations for the di-gamma and tri-gamma functions [1]. The development
highlights use of the Gamma probability transform for creation of normalised
residual diagnostics associated with such analyses. The methods are illustrated
in the context of routine Quality Assurance (QA) studies used to evaluate the
temporal and axial imaging characteristics of a scanner. Results are reported for
data from a physical phantom imaging in an operational clinical scanner—a GE
Discovery STE PET/CT. Figure 4.1 shows the picture of the phantom, which
was taken by Dr. Stephen Stone at the PET/CT department in Cork University
Hospital (CUH). Both traditional filtered back-projection (FBP) and EM recon-
structions of the data are considered. Figures 4.2 (a) and (b) show images from
all time frames for slice 23 in uniform phantom, reconstructed using FBP and
OSEM methods. FBP data are quite Gaussian but the EM reconstruction exhibit
Gamma-like skewness. Observed spatial covariance in this scanner is also used to
guide numerical simulation studies.
Our work highlights the use of a Gamma-based probability transform in pro-
ducing normalised residuals as statistical diagnostics. The approach is demon-
strated for quality assurance analyses associated with physical phantom studies—
recovering estimates of local bias and variance characteristics of an operational
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GEDiscovery VCTPET/CT
Figure 4.1: A uniform cylindrical phantom in PET/CT scanner.
scanner. Numerical simulations show that when the Gamma assumption is rea-
sonable, gains in efficiency are obtained. The work shows that the adaptation of
standard analysis methods to accommodate the Gamma structure is straightfor-
ward and beneficial.
This chapter starts with the introduction of Gamma distribution, this is fol-
lowed by the basic theory and methodology in section 4.2. Studies with physical
and simulated data are described in section 4.3. Section 4.4 presents data analysis
for FBP and EM reconstructed data. This chapter concludes with discussion.
4.1.1 Gamma Distribution
Gamma distribution was first formally introduced by Karl Pearson in the late
19th century, and was known as the Pearson type III distribution [67] until it
was calling after the Gamma Function in the literature and textbooks, e.g., C.
E. Weatherburn [119]. This distribution, in statistics, is a family of continuous
probability distributions with two positive parameters—a shape parameter υ and
a scale parameter λ. Sometimes an inverse scale parameter 1/λ called rate pa-
rameter is used. As shown in Figure 4.3, a few of distributions which υ = τ
and λ = 1/τ are illustrated for different τ -values. If a random variable X is
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(a) Slice 23 (all time frames, 1 to 45) recon-
structed with FBP.
(b) Slice 23 (all time frames, 1 to 45) recon-
structed with OSEM.
Figure 4.2: Reconstructed images from the uniform phantom.
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Figure 4.3: Densities of Gamma(τ, 1/τ) for different τ -values.
Gamma-distributed with shape υ and rate λ, it is denoted as
X ∼ Gamma(υ, λ)
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The corresponding probability density function is given by
f(x; υ, λ) = 1Γ(υ)λυx
υ−1e−
x
λ
where Γ(·) is the Gamma Function, x > 0 and υ, λ > 0. The mean of the Gamma
distribution is υλ and the variance is υλ2.
It should be note that the Gamma distributed variables are positive and the
results are typically skewed. Therefore, Gamma distribution is commonly used
in meteorology (e.g., rainfall [49]) and business (e.g., insurance claims and loan
defaults), for which the data are always positive. To the best of our knowledge,
it is rarely used in characterising PET reconstructed data so far.
4.1.2 Likelihood Ratio Test
As well known, both the Log-normal and Gamma distributions are efficient for
analysing skewed non-negative data sets. Kundu and Manglick [57] provided a
procedure to discriminate these two distributions using the ratio of the max-
imised likelihoods. In this section, we denote a Log-normal parameterisation as
logNormal(δ, ρ) and a Gamma parameterisation as Gamma(υ, λ), where δ and
ρ respectively refer to the mean and standard deviation of the logarithm of the
variables, and υ and λ are the shape and scale parameters. The log-likelihood
functions can be written as
LlogNormal(δ, ρ) = log
( N∏
i=1
flogNormal(xi; δ, ρ)
)
,
LGamma(υ, λ) = log
( N∏
i=1
fGamma(xi; υ, λ)
)
.
Then we define the ratio of the maximised likelihoods as
Ratio = LGamma(υˆ, λˆ)
LlogNormal(δˆ, ρˆ)
where (υˆ, λˆ) and (δˆ, ρˆ) are the maximum likelihood estimators. Therefore, if
Ratio > 1, the Gamma model would be preferred, otherwise, the Log-normal
model is preferred.
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4.1.3 Preliminary Analysis with ACRIN Series
Although our work is focus on the phantom data from CUH, a set of 43 PET
scanners at different sites collected by the American College of Radiology Imaging
Network (ACRIN) [98] are also considered as preliminary analysis. These data are
from Quality Assurance (QA) studies for clinical cancer imaging trials followed
a brain imaging protocol developed by the ACRIN. The data includes both FBP
and iterative EM reconstructed images.
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Figure 4.4: Gamma and Normal model fits for ACRIN physical phantom data.
Figure 4.4 shows the transverse images and histograms of two phantom
datasets with different reconstruction methods. The histograms are showing the
data from early and late time frames of the middle slice with the model fit (red)
and Q-Q plots (blue)—Gamma model for EM reconstructed data and Normal
model for FBP data. The values on each plots are the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
p-values. As shown on the plots, the fits are very good and the p-values suggest
that the models are acceptable (p > 0.05).
Since the result of the two particular sets shown in Figure 4.4 suggests Gamma
model for EM reconstructed data and Normal model for FBP data, more evi-
dence should be accumulated to support this result. Therefore, we applied the
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test to all 43 datasets over all time frames and axial slices
in order to see the behaviour of p-values across scanners and reconstruction meth-
ods. Figure 4.5 shows the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test p-values of Gamma model
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Figure 4.5: Kolmogorov–Smirnov test p-values of 43 ACRIN sets.
for EM data and Normal model for FBP data. The values are plotted by different
time frames and axial locations and classified by manufacturer—GE or Siemens.
For FBP data, it seems that Normal model is reasonable since all the p-values
are above 0.05. The p-values of the data from GE scanners are increasing as time
increases but decreasing as axial location moves towards middle whereas Siemens
scanners do not show such behaviour. In the case of EM data, Gamma model is
appropriate for all Siemens scanners (p > 0.05), and also the data in late time
frames of GE scanners. Although some of the p-values of Gamma model are less
than 0.05 in early and middle time frames, Gamma model is still acceptable in
most cases. This result gives us confidence to study distributional characteristics
of EM reconstructed PET data using Gamma distribution.
4.2 Methodological Development
While reconstructed PET data are not integer counts they typically inherit the
mean-variance property of the Poisson distribution [19, 62, 76, 95]. Positivity
constrained EM reconstructions [115] effectively replace negative values with ones
that are positive—inducing some skewness. As shown in Figure 4.3 the Gamma
distribution, which has the flexibility to describe such data, is plausible in this
setting. We use the parameterization Gamma(τ µ
φ
, φ) to represent reconstructed
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PET activity values. This specifies a Gamma distribution with shape parameter
τ µ
φ
and scale parameter φ, the density function is
f(x|τ, µ, φ) = 1
Γ(τ µ
φ
)φ
τµ
φ
x
τµ
φ
−1e−
x
φ
where Γ(·) is the gamma function. Here τ corresponds to the injection dose. The
mean and variance of the data will be τµ and τµφ, respectively. The parameter φ
represents over-dispersion relative to a Poisson random variable. In practice, such
dispersion routinely arises from corrections for detector sensitivity, attenuation
and scatter—but other factors such as patient movement may also play a role.
Often PET measurements are scaled by the injected dose per weight of the patient
for analysis, e.g., converted into standardised uptake value (SUV) units [54]. If
the counts are scaled by dose, they will have a Gamma(τ µ
φ
, φ
τ
) distribution—the
mean is µ and the variance is µφ/τ . Figure 4.3 shows Gamma(τµ, 1/τ) densities
for different τ -values with µ = 1. When τ ≤ 1, the Gamma distributions have
an exponential-like shape. The skewness reduces and the distribution formally
converges to a Gaussian as the value of τ or µτ
φ
increases.
We address inference for a certain class of important models involving both
temporal and spatial features, when the data have a Gamma structure. Complex-
ity arises because our interest is focused on the mean and variance parameter,
thus, unlike the estimation problem of the Gamma distribution in generalised
linear models where the dispersion parameter φ is a constant and considered as
known/unknown nuisance parameter. As µ and φ are both of inferential interest,
the exponential family structure and the familiar IRLS procedures, associated
with the Gamma distribution in generalised linear models [65], do not apply.
4.2.1 Inference for Multiplicative Models in the Gamma
Setting
Consider the situation where we have region of interest (ROI) time-course data.
Hence, let zit, for t = 1, 2, ..., T and i = 1, 2, ..., N be the set of voxel-level
decay-corrected PET tracer activity values (scaled by injected dose) for a ROI
with N voxels measured over T time-frames. Assuming the region is relatively
homogeneous, we might reasonably expect a common temporal characteristic
for the data in the ROI, e.g., zit ∼ Gamma(µt/φt, φt) with E(zit) = µt and
V ar(zit) = φtµt. Assuming the duration of the t’th time-frame of scanning is ∆t
and the decay-correction factor for the t’th time-frame is ft, then φt would be of
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the form φ ft∆t [47]. In the case that the ROI extended over several slices or there
were significant changes in sensitivity due to the attenuation of radiation, the
model is readily adapted to take this into account. This leads to consideration of
a general structure in which zikt ∼ Gamma(µkt/φkt,φkt) and
µkt = αkµt and φkt = βkφt (4.1)
where µkt and φkt decomposed as products of two terms depending on the slice
k and time frame t, respectively. The relevant data structure is a set of PET
measurements of the form {zikt, i = 1, 2, . . . , N ; k = 1, 2, ..., K, t = 1, 2, ..., T}
corresponding to a collection of N phantom-voxels each recorded over T time-
frames on each of K transverse slices in the field of view of the scanner.
All component parameters are non-negative and we impose the additional
constraints, ∑t µt = ∑t φt = 1, for identifiability.
While the above formulation connects to the ROI analysis of PET-measured
tissue time-course data, it is relevant to analysis of physical phantom measure-
ments used in routine quality assurance of PET scanners. This is discussed more
fully below. For analysis purposes, we regard zikt for i = 1, 2, ..., N as a random
sample from a Gamma(µkt/φkt,φkt) distribution in which the multiplicative con-
straints of equation (4.1) are in force. Previous reports on constructs of this type
for PET data have been presented in [71, 72].
Estimation
We consider use of a Gamma likelihood for estimation of parameters in the mul-
tiplicative model associated with the {zikt} data above. Assuming {zikt} are
independent—certainly not true in the PET imaging context but still potentially
useful as a quasi-likelihood device for producing reasonable estimators—the scaled
negative log-likelihood function is:
l(µ,φ) =
∑
ikt
{zikt
φkt
− µkt
φkt
log(zikt
φkt
) + log(zikt) + log(Γ(
µkt
φkt
))} (4.2)
where µkt and φkt are specified by equation (4.1). An alternating procedure,
updating (αk, µt) with (βk, φt) fixed, followed by updating (βk, φt) with (αk, µt)
fixed, is used to minimise (4.2). This might be viewed as a variation of the ∏
method of Brieman [13]. We elaborate the details of the individual steps involved
in the present setting.
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i) Updating (αk, µt) with (βk, φt) fixed: With γ = (γ1, γ2, ..., γT ), for γt =
µt/φt; θ = (θ1, θ2, ...θK), for θk = αk/βk and uikt = zikt/φkt. The problem
becomes minimising the following objective with respect to (γ,θ)
l(γ,θ) =
∑
k
∑
t
−γtθk log(Gkt) + log(Γ(γtθk)) (4.3)
where Gkt = {∏i uikt}1/N is the geometric mean of the {uikt, i = 1, 2, ..., N} data.
Write ξkt = θkγt and suppose ξ0kt = θ0kγ0t = (α0kµ0t )/(β0kφ0t ) where the super-script
“0” indicates the current guess. Second order Taylor series expansion of the
log-Gamma function gives
log(Γ(ξkt)) ≈ log(Γ(ξ0kt)) + ψ(ξ0kt)(ξkt − ξ0kt)
+ 12ψ1(ξ
0
kt)(ξkt − ξ0kt)2 (4.4)
where ψ and ψ1 are the di-gamma and tri-gamma functions [1]. Substitution into
(4.3), yields a quadratic approximation to objective function used for updating
(γ,θ)
WRSS(γ,θ) =
∑
k
∑
t
wkt(ykt − ξkt)2
=
∑
k
∑
t
wkt(ykt − θkγt)2
where
ykt = ξ0kt +
log(Gkt)− ψ(ξ0kt)
ψ1(ξ0kt)
; wkt = ψ1(ξ0kt)
This gives the updating process—given θk, update γt (normalising so that
∑
t φt =
1) and given γt, update θk
γˆt ←
∑K
k=1wktθkykt∑K
k=1wktθ
2
k
, t = 1, 2, ..., T ;
θˆk ←
∑T
t=1wktγtykt∑T
t=1wktγ
2
t
, k = 1, 2, ..., K.
On convergence set µˆt = γˆtφ0t and αˆk = θˆkβ0k .
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ii) Updating (βk, φt) with (αk, µt) fixed: With µ = αkµt, ζ = ζtωk, ζt =
1/φt, ωk = 1/βk, the objective function (4.2) can be expressed as
l(µ, ζ) =
∑
ikt
{ziktζtωk − µktζtωk log
(
ziktζtωk
)
+ log(zikt) + log
(
Γ(µktζtωk)
)
} (4.5)
Now hold ωk constant, and minimise (4.5) with respect to ζt. The relevant first
and second derivatives of l are
g(ζt) =
dl
dζt
=
∑
ik
{ziktωk − µktωk log
(
ziktζtωk
)
− µktωk + µktωkψ
(
µktζtωk
)
}
h(ζt) =
d2l
dζ2t
= N ·∑
k
µktωk{µktωkψ1
(
µktζtωk
)
− 1/ζt}
This gives the Newton updating process: ζ1t = ζ0t − g(ζ0t )/h(ζ0t ). On convergence,
φˆt = 1/ζˆt and scaled so that
∑
t φˆt = 1.
With ζt (equivalently φt) fixed, the Newton process for updating ωk proceeds
as: ω1k = ω0k − g(ω0k)/h(ω0k) where
g(ωk) =
dl
dωk
=
∑
it
{ziktζt − µktζt log
(
ziktζtωk
)
− µktζt + µktζtψ
(
µktζtωk
)
}
h(ωk) =
d2l
dω2k
= N ·∑
t
µktζt{µktζtψ1
(
µktζtωk
)
− 1/ωk}
On convergence, βˆk = 1/ωˆk. We update µt, αk and φt, βk sequentially by iterating
the procedures in i) and ii) above. The iterative process continues until relative
errors are lower than the specified tolerance.
εµ =
∥∥∥∥∥µnkt − µ
n−1
kt
µnkt
∥∥∥∥∥ < 0.001 ; εφ =
∥∥∥∥∥φnkt − φ
n−1
kt
φnkt
∥∥∥∥∥ < 0.001
The process is initialised in a simplified least squares (LS) way, alternat-
ing between the following two steps for µ and α—with starting values µ˜t =
1
N×K
∑N
i=1
∑K
k=1 zikt
• α˜k =
1
N
∑
it
ziktµ˜t∑
t
µ˜2t
• µ˜t =
1
N
∑
ik
ziktα˜k∑
k
α˜2
k
, normalising so that ∑t µ˜t = 1.
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This is followed by setting yikt = (zikt − α˜kµ˜t)/
√
α˜kµ˜t and alternating the two
steps
• β˜k =
1
N
∑
it
y2iktφ˜t∑
t
φ˜2t
• φ˜t =
1
N
∑
ik
y2iktβ˜k∑
k
β˜2
k
, normalising so that ∑t φ˜t = 1
for determining φ and β. In this setting, IRLS is equivalent to Newton’s method
and can therefore be expected to benefit from its convergence properties [65].
The process is self-consistent in the sense that if the parameters are set at the
true values, any of the individual updating steps is unbiased for the target. We
evaluate the efficiency of these simplified estimators in results section.
4.2.2 Probability Transformed Normalised Residuals
Let F (·|µ, φ) be the cumulative distribution for a Gamma random variable Z
with density Gamma(µ/φ, φ). Consider the probability transformation of Z
R = Φ−1(F (Z|µ, φ))
where Φ−1 is inverse cumulative distribution function of a standard Gaussian.
Theoretically, R must have a standard normal distribution—Figure 4.6. If the
model is correct, the probability-transformed data might be considered as reali-
sations from a Normal distribution.
Probability Transform 
!Z !R =Φ−1(F(Z))0 1 2 3 4 5 -4 -2 0 2 4
Figure 4.6: Theoretical probability transformation of a Gamma random variable
(Z) with distribution function F to a Normal random variable R.
In the context of the multiplicative model, where µkt and φkt are estimated,
we can use this to construct a set of normalised model residuals for the analysis
rikt = Φ−1(F (zikt|µˆkt, φˆkt))
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for i = 1, 2, ..., N , k = 1, 2, ..., K and t = 1, 2, ..., T . If the model is appropriate,
these residuals should conform to the assumptions of a random sample from
a standard normal distribution. There is of course considerable experience with
similar residual diagnostics in the context of the linear model—see Weisberg [120]
for example. It is worth noting that as µˆkt/φˆkt increases, zikt becomes Gaussian
and the normalised residuals take the familiar form
rikt ≈ zikt − µˆkt√
φˆktµˆkt
.
Thus the probability-transformed Gamma model residuals reduce to Pearson
residuals as µˆkt/φˆkt increases—c.f. generalised linear models [65]. It should be
appreciated that transformation to the Normal distribution for residual diagnos-
tics is somewhat arbitrary, a referee has suggested transforming to a uniform
distribution.
4.3 Experimental Methods
4.3.1 Physical Phantom Data
A standard part of routine quality assurance for PET scanners involves evaluating
accuracy and reliability from imaging of a known source. A range of phantoms
and imaging protocols, matched to operational clinical practice, are used for this.
We consider the data of this type collected at a PET imaging facility at a local
hospital—the Cork University Hospital. The scanner is a GE Discovery STE used
clinically for imaging of cancer patients. Routine clinical image reconstruction is
performed with 3-D iterative EM reconstruction (IR). Classical linear 3-D Fourier
rebinning filtered-backprojection reconstructions (FBP) are also produced. In
our study, an uniform cylindrical phantom filled with F-18 radiotracer is placed
in the scanner and imaged in accordance with a standard dynamic PET-FDG
brain imaging protocol established by the CQIE project of the American College
of Radiology Imaging Network (ACRIN) [98]. The brain imaging field of view
(FOV) for PET is 700 mm trans-axially and 157 mm axially. The phantom is
215 mm in diameter and placed centrally so that its axis aligns with the long-
axis of the scanner. A dynamic sequence of 45 time-frames is acquired for 55
minutes. For each time-frame, the reconstructed image has 128×128 pixels in 45
slices, with the pixel size of 5.47× 5.47 mm2 and slice thickness of 3.27 mm. The
dimension of the full 4-D phantom image data set is 128×128×45×45. The ROI
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Figure 4.7: 3D dynamic PET study on a cylindrical phantom using FBP (A,C)
and EM (IR) (B,D) reconstructed methods. The ROI data within white outline
are used in analysis. Figure A and B: Left: The cross-section and sagittal
image of the phantom data (24th time frame of slice 23). Right: Histograms
generated from ROIs on different time frames and slices. The lines on the plots
are Gamma (red), Log-normal (green) and Normal (blue) model fits for particular
time and slice combinations of ROI data. Figure C and D: Top: χ22 p-values
(log-scale) calculated for each time and slice combinations and plotted by time
frame and slice location. The green lines indicate the significant level—0.05.
Bottom: Histograms and normal Q-Q plots of Pearson residuals (left blue) and
normalised Gamma residuals (right red) for entire phantom data.
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data for the interior cross-sectional circular volume of the phantom, acquired
for each axial slice, k, and time-frame, t, are available for analysis. There are
N = 680 voxels in the ROI. The data for the set of all K = 45 slices and T =
45 time-frames structured as {zikt, i = 1, 2, ..., N, k = 1, 2, ..., K, t = 1, 2, ..., T}.
These measurements are decay-corrected and scaled by the known dose per unit
volume within the phantom. The perfect scanner would have z-values close to
unity throughout. We use these data to evaluate the plausibility of the Gamma
distribution versus the more conventional Gaussian assumption. We go on to
use the multiplicative model to analyse the axial and temporal patterns in the
bias and variance of measurements. Note that the central placement and small
diameter of the phantom, makes radial effects negligible in this setting.
i) Assessment of the Gamma and Log-normal Distributions: The
cross-sectional voxel-data for each time-frame and slice are evaluated for confor-
mity to a Gaussian, Gamma and Log-normal law. The Gamma and Log-normal
model are estimated using the function fitdistr in R [116]. The likelihood ratio
statistic comparing twice the negative log-likelihood of the best fitting Gaussian
model is compared to twice the negative log-likelihood for the best fitting Gamma
model.
D = −2 log
(
likelihood for Gaussian model
likelihood for Gamma model
)
= −2 (log(likelihood for Gaussian model)− log(likelihood for Gamma model))
From standard parametric likelihood theory, we would expect that if the models
were equally valid the deviation D of the Gamma model log-likelihood from the
Gaussian log-likelihood should be on the order of a χ22 random variable. To for-
mally assess the strength of evidence in favour of the Gamma model, we compute
the difference between the Gaussian log-likelihood and the Gamma model log-
likelihood and evaluate the probability (p-value) that a χ22 random variable could
be more than the computed amount. Whether the Gamma fit is significantly
better can be suggested by deriving the p-value of the deviation D. The null hy-
pothesis of this test should be the two models are equally valid for the data. Note
that the analysis of p-value here is aiming to provide an empirical understanding
of the difference between the two models across slices and time frames. It is not
the case that taking p-value as an evidence against the Gaussian model. This
calculation is carried out individually for each slice and time-frame combination.
A graphical comparison between the Gamma and Gaussian is also carried out.
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Figure 4.8: Multiplicative model fit on FBP (A,C) and EM (iterative) (B,D)
reconstructed PET data. Figure A and B: Multiplicative model estimates of
bias and variance using Least Square (LS) versus Maximum Likelihood (ML)
estimation. Figure C and D: show multiplicative model residuals and the
Q-Q plot of normalised Gamma residuals with and without the multiplicative
constraint.
This is based on the overall structure of probability transformed residuals under
Gamma and Gaussian model assumptions for the data. The likelihood ratio of
the Gamma and Log-normal fits are also evaluated. These are summarised by
the duration of the time-frame.
ii) Application of the Multiplicative Model: The model described in sec-
tion 4.2 is used to evaluate the axial and temporal bias and variance. The
Gamma model fit is compared to the fit achieved using the simplified least squares
approach—optimal under Gaussian assumptions. In addition, the normalised
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residuals are analysed and compared to the corresponding residuals obtained
without the multiplicative modelling constraints.
4.3.2 Numerical Phantom Study
A numerical phantom study was conducted to explore effects of iteration and
count rate on the noise distribution characteristics of EM reconstructed images.
The 2-D uniform elliptical disk phantom, shown in Figure 4.9, was used. The
simulation model was based on simple analytical projection. One thousand repli-
cates of Poisson simulated projection data were created with counts rates from
104 to 106 events. This lead to a collection of 1000 reconstructed images for each
count rate. The central pixel value over these sets were evaluated for conformity
to Gamma and Log-normal distributions.
4.3.3 Numerical Simulation with the Gamma Model
Our study here investigates the performance of the method proposed in section
4.2 for estimation of the accuracy (µkt) and dispersion (φkt) characteristics. Data
were simulated according to
zikt ∼ Gamma(τ µkt
φkt
,φkt/τ)
for i = 1, ..., N , k = 1, ..., K, and t = 1, ..., T , with µkt = αkµt, φkt = βkφt
and the values of µt, αk, φt and βk, matched to typical patterns observed in the
CUH phantom data. A range of dose levels τ and ROI sizes N are considered.
The dose ranges are set to explore values which would be one to two orders of
magnitude greater and less than that seen in the CUH sets. The ROI sizes of
N = 10, 100, 1000 were considered. Mean square errors (MSE) for the component
parameters, µt, αk, φt and βk, are evaluated as function of dose and ROI size.
4.4 Results
We begin by presenting results of the analysis of physical phantom data, this is
followed by numerical simulation studies.
4.4.1 Physical Phantom Data
i) Temporal and Spatial Data Distribution: Figure 4.7 A and B shows
images of slice 23 and time frame 24 located near the centre of the phantom,
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which are reconstructed using FBP and IR methods, respectively. Voxel-level
data in a cylindrical volume, within white outline, are used in analysis. The ROI
histograms with the best fitting Normal model (blue dotted lines), Gamma model
(red lines) and Log-normal model (green dashed lines) for the data in different
slices and time frames are also exhibited in Figure 4.7 A and B. In the present
study, the FBP data show no skewness supporting the Gaussian distribution
consistent with previous studies [109]. By contrast, the IR data show skewness
particularly in the early time frames (Figure 4.7 B) and towards the axial limits
(edge) of the scanner. However, for data in late time frames and towards the
middle of the scanner the skewness disappears and there is convergence to the
Normal distribution. The red lines in this plot indicate that the IR data can be
approximated by the Gamma model, while the blue dashed lines show that the
Normal model fails to describe the IR data in early time frames. The Log-normal
model appears similar to the Gamma model for most slices. The detailed analysis
of discrimination between the Log-normal and Gamma model will be presented
in section 4.5. Since the measurable count rate (τ) diminishes with decay (time)
and sensitivity (axial extremity), the data shown in Figure 4.7 agree with the
structure of Gamma(τ µ
φ
, φ/τ) distribution—showing less skewness as τ increases
(see Figure 4.3).
ii) Comparison of Gaussian and Gamma model: The top row of Figure
4.7 C and D, plots χ22 p-values (pkt) by slice location (k) and time frame (t). This
calculation has been described in 4.3.1 i). For FBP data, the majority of p-
values are in the range of 0.05 to 1 and there is no obvious temporal or axial
pattern. Overall there is no significant difference between the Gaussian model fit
and Gamma model fit for FBP data. With the IR data, there is strong evidence
against the Gaussian model at early time frames and in extreme axial slices. These
areas have less counts and show more skewness. The probability transformations
of FBP and IR data are shown on the bottom row of C and D, respectively. The
plots on the left showing the histograms and Normal quantile-quantile plots (Q-Q
plots) of Pearson residuals rGikt = (zikt−µ∗kt)/σ∗kt, where µ∗kt and σ∗kt are the means
and variances of each slice and time-frame combination. On the bottom right
of C and D shown the histograms and Normal Q-Q plots of normalised Gamma
residuals rΓikt = Φ−1(F (zikt|µˆ∗kt, φˆ∗kt)), where µˆ∗kt and φˆ∗kt are obtained by fitting
Gamma distribution for each slice and time-frame combination using fitdistr
function in R. Both Pearson and Gamma residuals of FBP data appear Gaussian,
suggesting that either model is reasonable. However the Gamma residuals of IR
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data are strongly Gaussian in comparison to the Pearson residuals, favouring the
Gamma model. To sum up, the Gamma model is superior to the Gaussian for
iterative reconstructed PET data, but both models are equivalent for FBP data.
iii) Evaluation of Temporal and Spatial Scanning Characteristics:
The maximum likelihood (ML) estimation, described in section 4.2, is used to
evaluate the axial and temporal bias and variance. The ML fit is compared to
the fit achieved using the least squares (LS) approach. Note LS estimates are
used as initial values for the ML computation. The estimated bias and variance
using LS and ML method are shown in Figure 4.8 A and B, respectively. For
FBP reconstruction, the bias remains stable and stays near zero temporally and
axially while the variance shows more fluctuations at the early time. In the case
of IR reconstruction, the bias and variance show more fluctuations than in FBP.
The variance shows some increase over time. Both FBP and IR data show a
strong axial pattern of variance—low variance in the centre of the scanner and
high variance towards axial edge. There is no significant difference between LS
and ML estimates for FBP data, but the ML estimates for IR data tend to fluc-
tuate less than the LS estimates. Since the true variances are unknown, it is not
possible to compare the accuracy of two estimates here, however our simulation
study, which is reported in 4.4.3 below, would suggest the ML estimation should
be more reliable. C and D show the probability transformation (multiplicative
model residuals) and Q-Q plot of normalised Gamma residuals with and without
the multiplicative constraint. The linear patterns of Q-Q plots suggest that the
distribution of multiplicative model residuals rikt (with the constraint) and nor-
malized Gamma residuals rΓikt (without the constraint) are similar. To formally
assess the performance of these two models, we computed the F statistic of the
residuals.
F = RSS1 − RSS2
p2 − p1 /
RSS2
n− p2
where the subscripts 1 and 2 are indexes for the multiplicative model (with the
constraint) and the full model (without the constraint) respectively. RSSi is the
residual sum of squares of model i. pi is the number of parameters for model i,
p2 > p1. n is the number of data points to estimate parameters of both models.
The null hypothesis H0: the full model does not significantly fit better than the
multiplicative model, is accepted since F = 1.05 does not exceed the critical value
of 1.52—F distribution with (p2−p1, n−p2) degrees of freedom for false-rejection
probability of 0.05.
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4.4.2 Numerical Phantom Simulation
Phantom data results are shown in Figure 4.9. Higher skewness is seen at the
lower counts. The red solid lines in Figure 4.9 represent fits of Gamma distribu-
tions to the measured data. The fits are very reasonable. The Log-normal shows
similar fits to the data (green broken lines). Figure 4.9 demonstrates that the
distribution of the measured data becomes closer to the Normal distribution as
count rate increases. The result suggests that measured data becomes closer to
the Normal distribution as count rate increases, in agreement with analysis of
physical phantom data.
Log-normal
Figure 4.9: Results of numerical phantom simulation study. Top: Phantom image
and EM reconstructed images for two count rates (N = 105 andN = 106). Middle
and bottom: Histograms of pixel values for different count rates. The Gamma
and Log-normal model fits are shown in red and green, respectively.
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4.4.3 Numerical Simulation with the Gamma Model
The simulated data were generated as described in section 5.2.6. The top row of
Figure 4.10 shows the overall histogram of Pearson residuals rGikt for 3 different
values of τ for a simulated dataset (N = 1000). The Pearson residuals become
more Gaussian distributed as τ increases. This result agrees with the property of
Gamma distribution as shown in Figure 4.3. The bottom row shows the Gamma
model residuals rikt for the same dataset. The Gamma-transformed residuals are
strongly Gaussian in comparison to the Pearson residuals.
Figure 4.10: Histograms and normal Q-Q plots (dots) of the Pearson (top) and
Gamma-transformed residuals (bottom) for different τ values.
Considering the data with same dose τ = 1, Figure 4.11 compares the
initial least squares estimates (blue)—µ˜t, α˜k, φ˜t, β˜k with the multiplicative
model/maximum likelihood estimates (red)—µˆt, αˆk, φˆt, βˆk. The ML estimates
follow the true values more closely indicating that the Gamma distribution-based
multiplicative model improves the accuracy of estimation.
Figure 4.12 shows the log mean square error (MSE) of the component ML
(red) and LS (blue) parameter estimation evaluated as a function of the dose τ
and ROI size N . The results indicate that compared to LS, ML estimates have
reduced MSEs. The amount of reduction depends on τ , N and the parameter
being estimated. The percentage reductions of MSE for µt and αk are 2% and
78%, respectively, with τ = 1 and N = 1000—these values match the physical
phantom data. The MSE reduction of φt and βk are higher, 96% and 95%. The
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compute time for ML is about four times that of the LS estimation method—for
a sample size of N = 1000 the total compute time was 111 seconds on a laptop
with a 2.9 GHz processor. The results also show that the estimation is consistent
as τ and N increase. The empirical rate of convergence of the MSE of the mean
value parameters µt and αk, was analysed by linear regression using the model,
log(MSE) ∼ a0 + a1 log(N) + a2 log(τ). The regression lines are shown on the
plot. The estimated regression coefficients aˆ0, aˆ1 and aˆ2 of the log MSE of the
ML estimation of µt and αk are presented in Table 5.1. The empirical behaviour
MSE of ML estimation for φt, βk shows a rate change close to τ = 1. After τ = 1
the MSE shows little improvement with increasing τ . In light of this regression
separate lines were fitted for τ ≤ 1 and τ ≥ 1, respectively. The estimated
regression coefficients are given in Table 4.2. An asymptotic explanation of the
behaviour is offered in the next section.
Table 4.1: Empirical MSE estimation characteristic for µt and αk log(MSE) ∼
a0 + a1 log(N) + a2 log(τ)
µt αk
aˆ0 −4.727± 0.243 −5.969± 0.172
aˆ1 −0.818± 0.049 −0.893± 0.035
aˆ2 −1.311± 0.066 −1.135± 0.047
Table 4.2: Empirical MSE estimation characteristic for φt and βk log(MSE) ∼
a0 + a1 log(N) + a2 log(τ)
φt βk
τ ≤ 1
aˆ0 −3.685± 0.278 −3.578± 0.420
aˆ1 −0.579± 0.050 −0.755± 0.075
aˆ2 −1.004± 0.121 −0.686± 0.183
τ ≥ 1
aˆ0 −3.359± 0.434 −2.449± 0.185
aˆ1 −0.625± 0.064 −1.013± 0.027
aˆ2 −0.127± 0.213 −0.067± 0.091
4.5 Discussion
Using Q-Q plots and less formal statistical methods, Teymurazyan et al. [109]
showed that the noise in RAMLA-reconstructed PET images was well charac-
terised by the Gamma distribution while FBP reconstructions produced compa-
rable conformity with both Normal and Gamma statistics. This study uses a
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Figure 4.11: Initial (LS) and multiplicative (ML) estimates for µt, αk, φt and βk
when τ = 1.
more formal likelihood based approach to investigate evidence in support of the
Gamma model in the EM and FBP reconstructed data. The test method is ap-
plied to QA data from a phantom study obtained from a PET scanner in routine
clinical use. The analysis shows strong evidence in support of the Gamma-model
representation of EM reconstructed data. FBP reconstructed data are adequately
described by Gaussian distributions. On the basis of these results, we have de-
scribed an approach for improved statistical analysis of PET data that has been
reconstructed using practically used iterative (EM) methods. It involves a novel
use of IRLS for implementation of a Gamma-based likelihood. Our experience
with various data sets shows that the algorithm is always converged after a mod-
est number of iterations. The approach also involves consideration of probability
transformed residuals for diagnostic analysis. The approach is developed in the
context of multiplication spatial-temporal models used in QA of PET scanners.
The method is applied to estimate the bias and variance in QA data from a
phantom study obtained from a PET scanner in routine clinical use.
4.5.1 Theoretical Interpretation of MSE Characteristics
The simulation results presented describe the Gamma-model MSE characteristics
for the class of multiplicative spatial-temporal models used in QA evaluation of
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Figure 4.12: The log MSE of the parameter estimation evaluated as function of
dose τ and ROI size N . The log MSE for initial (LS) estimates are shown in blue
and multiplicative model (ML) estimates are shown in red.
PET scanners. Potential benefits in efficiency are found by use of the Gamma-
likelihood approach, when the data are Gamma in nature. A simplified analysis
of this setup allows the measured empirical behaviour of the MSE as a function
of dose and ROI size to be interpreted theoretically—see Figure 4.12. Consider
{z1, z2, ..., zN} a random sample of size N from a Gamma(τµ/φ, φ/τ) distribution.
For τ large, the Gamma distribution is well approximated by a Gaussian with
mean µ and variance µφ/τ . In this limit, the maximum likelihood estimator
(MLE) for µ is the sample mean
µˆ = 1
N
N∑
i=1
zi.
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The expected MSE of this (approximate ML) estimator is
E(MSE(µˆ)) = Var(zi)
N
= µφ
Nτ
Hence log(MSE) ∼ a0 + a1 log(N) + a2 log(τ) where a1 = −1 and a2 = −1. This
captures the empirical behaviour of the MSE of µ and α as a function of τ and
N found in the numerical simulations—see Table 5.1.
The analysis of the error characteristics in φ and β in the QA multiplicative
model can be examined by consideration of MLE for φ in the simplified setup.
Here analysis is made easier if we suppose µ is known. If µ is known, the (MLE)
of φ is
φˆ = 1
N
N∑
i=1
(zi − µ)2
µ/τ
.
Using the approximate χ21 distribution for [zi−µ]2/(µφ/τ)—because zi is approx-
imately Gaussian—the expected MSE of φˆ is
E(MSE(φˆ)) = Var([zi − µ]
2)
τ 2µ2N
≈ 2µ
2φ2/τ 2
µ2N/τ 2
= 2φ
2
N
.
This analysis predicts that the asymptotic MSE of φˆ or βˆ will not diminish with
increasing τ , but it will reduce with increasing ROI size (N). So log(MSE) ∼
a0 + a1 log(N) + a2 log(τ) where a1 = −1 and a2 = 0. While Figure 4.12 does not
agree with this analysis—there is an apparent non-linearity in the dependence of
the log(MSE) as a function of dose (τ), the characteristic becomes remarkably
flat for large dose. Table 4.2 presents estimated coefficients at large doses. These
are in good agreement with the theoretical analysis.
4.5.2 Discriminating Between the Log-normal and Gamma
Distributions
As well known, both the Log-normal and Gamma distributions may be used to
describe skewed non-negative data. Kundu and Manglick [57] propose to discrim-
inate between these two distributions using the ratio of the maximised likelihoods.
Applying this procedure to our physical phantom data, we used likelihood to fit
both the Log-normal and Gamma model to the cross-sectional voxel data for
each combination of time frame t and slice k and then calculate the ratio of
the maximised likelihoods for Gamma and Log-normal models. If the ratio is
greater than 1, the Gamma model would be preferred, otherwise, the Log-normal
model is preferred. For the non-Gaussian cross-sectional data (c.f. 4.4.1) there
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are 79.77% of ratio values are greater than one, which means the Gamma model
is generally found more appropriate than the Log-normal model in these data.
Figure 4.13 (left) shows box-plots of the ratio distribution across the three levels
of the time frames. At the early short duration time frames (less than 30 sec-
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Figure 4.13: The likelihood ratio of Gamma model compare to Log-normal.
Choose the Gamma distribution if the value is greater than 1, otherwise the
Log-normal distribution is preferred.
onds), all the ratios are greater than 1, showing very strong evidence supporting
the Gamma model over the Log-normal model. The evidence gets weaker with
longer duration time-frames (between 30 and 1 minute) and diminished at the
longest duration late time frames (more than 1 minute duration). In addition,
the numerical simulation study, shown in Figure 4.13 (right), agrees with this
result that the Gamma model is preferable at lower count. Barrett et al. [7]
provided a theoretical argument indicating how the reconstructed data might be
approximated by the Log-normal distribution. This was based on the assumption
that the noise in the reconstructed images is relatively small—i.e. high-count set-
tings. The analysis here indicates that especially in the shorter duration (lower
count) time frames (the other end of the spectrum), the Gamma model is more
plausible—Figure 4.13.
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4.5.3 Generalisability to Other PET Scanners
We have evaluated a collection of 34 phantom data sets collected by the ACRIN
on PET scanners that use positivity constrained reconstructions. These data
sets are reconstructed using different iterative methods, such as RAMLA, OSEM
and True-X. Our analysis, which is reported in 4.1.3, finds strong support for
the Gamma distribution. In light of this we anticipate that there is potential to
use the Gamma model to generally describe the behaviour positively constrained
PET scanner data.
4.5.4 Implication of Gamma Model for Kinetic Modelling
Let zt, t = 1, 2, ..., T be the PET measured time-course data for an ROI. Often
there is interest in evaluating parameters, say θ, of a compartmental model based
on such data. Suppose the time-course for the model is represented by the func-
tion c(t|θ) for t = 1, ..., T . Note that in this setting zt and c(t|θ) would usually
have units of tracer activity—KBq per ml. The standard approach to estimation
entails minimisation of a weighted least squares misfit between the data and the
model
WRSS(θ) =
∑
t
wt[zt − c(t|θ)]2 (4.6)
where wt is an appropriate weighting function. This is statistically optimal when
zt is Gaussian with mean c(t|θ) and variance proportional to w−1t . Often wt
is just taken to be a combination of frame-duration and decay correction, i.e.
wt = ∆t/ft [63]. A more sophisticated iteratively re-weighted approach is to let
wt = w0t = ∆t/(ftc(t|θ0)) where θ0 is a current guess for θ [35].
In the Gamma framework the model assumption is
zt ∼ Gamma(c(t|θ)/(dtφ), dtφ)
where d−1t = ∆t/ft. The likelihood based estimation process for multiplicative
models is readily adapted to this case. With φ fixed, from the expansion in (4.4),
if θ0 is a current guess for θ, the updated value is obtain by minimisation of the
weighted least squares function
WRSS(θ|θ0) = ∑
t
w˜t[y˜t − c(t|θ)
φdt
]2
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where
y˜t =
c(t|θ0)
φdt
+
log( zt
φdt
)− ψ( c(t|θ0)
φdt
)
ψ1( c(t|θ
0)
φdt
)
; w˜t = ψ1(
c(t|θ0)
φdt
)
Thus a standard weighted non-linear least squares procedure can be used to
implement the Gamma model analysis of the kinetic parameters. Note, if θ0 is
close to the true θ, second order Taylor series expansion of the logarithm gives
log( zt
φdt
) ≈ log(c(t|θ
0)
φdt
) +
zt
φdt
− c(t|θ0)
φdt
c(t|θ0)
φdt
− (
zt
φdt
− c(t|θ0)
φdt
)2
2( c(t|θ0)
φdt
)2
If in addition the true activity c(t|θ) is large (increasing dose), we have the fol-
lowing standard approximations for the di- and tri-gamma functions [3, 6].
ψ(c(t|θ
0)
φdt
) ≈ log(c(t|θ
0)
φdt
)− 12(
c(t|θ0)
φdt
)−1
ψ1(
c(t|θ0)
φdt
) ≈ (c(t|θ
0)
φdt
)−1 (4.7)
Thus
y˜t ≈ zt
φdt
− t
c(t|θ0)
φdt
; w˜t ≈ (c(t|θ
0)
φdt
)−1
where t =
( zt
φdt
− c(t|θ0)
φdt
)2
2 c(t|θ
0)
φdt
− 12 . But, if θ0 is the true, E(t) = 0. Hence the updating
of θ becomes independent of φ and in fact reduces to the familiar iteratively
re-weighted approach because our analysis shows
WRSS(θ|θ0) ≈ 1
φ
∑
t
w0t [zt − c(t|θ)]2
where w0t = d−1t /c(t|θ0)—c.f. (4.6).
A simple estimator of φ is
φ˜ = 1
T
∑
t
wˆt[zt − c(t|θˆ)]2
with wˆt = d−1t /c(t|θˆ). This estimate can be refined by a variation of the likelihood
method for estimation of φ in the multiplicative model. With ζ = 1/φ, the
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iteration is: ζ1 = ζ0 − g(ζ0)/h(ζ0) where
g(ζ) =
∑
t
{zt
dt
− c(t|θ)
dt
log
(zt
dt
ζ
)
− c(t|θ)
dt
+ c(t|θ)
dt
ψ
(c(t|θ)
dt
ζ
)
}
h(ζ) =
∑
t
c(t|θ)
dt
{c(t|θ)
dt
ψ1
(c(t|θ)
dt
ζ
)
− 1/ζ}
Set φˆ to the converged value of ζ. As in the multiplicative model, the estimation
process alternates between updating θ with φ fixed, followed by updating φ with
θ fixed. As an assessment of the standard approach—where θ is estimated by
iteratively re-weighted least squares, yielding θ˜, and the simple estimator φ˜ is used
for φ—it is reasonable to compare the optimal the Gamma twice-log-likelihood
with the twice-log-likelihood achieved using (θ˜, φ˜). Based on likelihood ratio
theory, the deviations might be a concern if they exceeded the expectations for a
χ2 random variable with degrees of freedom equal to the dimension of (θ, φ) [87].
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Figure 4.14: The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p-values of Gamma and Normal model
for numerical phantom simulation data with different iteration numbers (4, 16,
64) and counts (1e+5, 5e+5, 1e+6).
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Overall the work shows that statistical adaptation to the Gamma-structure of
iteratively reconstructed PET data is readily achieved. This has the potential to
enhance the statistical efficiency of inferences obtained from such data. As shown
in Figure 4.14, in our Numerical Phantom Study simulation setting the Gamma
model is superior to Normal model especially at higher iteration numbers and
lower counts. The data is more skewed as iteration number increases so that the
Gamma model fit is better compared to Normal. The probability transformed
Gamma residuals provide a very useful diagnostic in this context. Refinement of
these techniques to provide a full treatment of the distribution of PET scanner
data in 3-D, including the covariance patterns, is clearly of interest. The model
above is a starting point for that development. Investigation of that approach
will be reported in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Spatial Auto-correlation and
Simulation Analysis
5.1 Introduction
In many institutions, positron emission tomography (PET) imaging plays a key
role in the routine clinical management of cancer patients, as well as with some
important cardiac and neurologic conditions. With the growing reliance on PET
imaging information for clinical decision making, there is an ongoing need to have
more detailed quantitative understanding of the operational characteristics of
reconstructed PET images. This can facilitate consistent clinical decision-making
based on the PET at a given institution and may also enable the conduct of multi-
institution clinical trials involving PET imaging biomarkers [98]. Going back to
the 1980s [51] routine quality assurance (QA) is a well established part of nuclear
medicine practice and in particular of PET. The standard approach to QA with
PET is to image a known source—physical phantom scans—and use the results to
assess bias and sensitivity patterns. Sensitivity plays a key role in understanding
local variance characteristics. There is a significant literature on methods for
assessment of the statistical variation of PET data. Most of this has focused on
approximating standard errors for regional averages of reconstructed data using a
combination of analytic and empirical formulae [2, 7, 19, 46, 50, 62, 85, 107, 118].
The potential use of bootstrap methodologies in this context is appealing but
for iterative reconstructions the computation requirements of the approach has
limited its use in an operational settings, especially for dynamic studies.
At the end of chapter 2, we mentioned some sources of noise correlations in
PET image and indicated that the correlation between pixels has an significant
effects on the image quality. Therefore, the examination of auto-correlations for
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the normalised residuals of PET data is crucial to simulate the performance of
PET scanner. In chapter 4, we presented a novel approach to the analysis of
bias and sensitivity in a PET scanner based on QA data derived from a uniform
source phantom [70]. Results showed that iteratively reconstructed PET image
data were well described by Gamma statistics. Within the Gamma framework
characterisation of bias and variance can be efficiently carried out in terms of
a multiplicative model analysis [70]. As part of our study it was found that,
through a standard probability transform which adjusts for bias and variance,
raw reconstructed PET image data can be converted into a normalised Gaussian
scale.
Building on these works, this chapter presents auto-regressive (AR) type mod-
els to represent 3-D spatial correlation structure of the normalised data. The goal
of the present work is to extend the previous analysis in order to obtain a prac-
tical representation of the full noise characteristics of iteratively reconstructed
PET data. We propose spatial autoregressive (SAR) models for representation
of the 3-D spatial correlation structure of appropriately normalised data. The
SAR approach involves relating the behaviour of each voxel to the behaviour on
its neighbours. The first and second order neighbours are considered. Estimation
of the SAR model cannot be accomplished by straightforward adaptation of the
Yule-Walker process used for estimation of 1-D AR models [11]. Indeed such an
approach can sometimes be inconsistent. We adapt a general methodology for
SAR model estimation based on likelihood. The implementation makes use of the
fast Fourier transform (FFT). The proposed approach leads to a consistent esti-
mation process which provides a simple and practical approach for data analysis.
Combining our previous work with this new development leads to a simplified
approach to simulating PET images with noise characteristics that are matched
to the operational scanner. Thus routine QA data can provide a mechanism for
empirically representing the uncertainties in PET scan measurements.
In the following part of this section, we will briefly introduce the auto-
correlation function (ACF) and demonstrate the inconsistency of least squares
estimation for spatial auto-regressive model 5.1.2. In section 5.2, the basic the-
ory and methodology are developed. Studies with physical and simulated data
are described in section 5.3. Section 5.4 presents the results for both EM recon-
structed data and simulated data.
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5.1.1 Auto-correlation Function
In time series, auto-correlation is a measure of dependence between a series and a
lagged copy of itself as a function of time lag. The auto-correlation [11] function
(ACF) can be used to detect non-randomness in data and identify the processing
model if the data is correlated. From the image analysis point of view, ACF is
often used to evaluate the similarity between pixel values or, more specifically,
between the pixel and nearby points.
Consider a set of 3-D PET image data zijk at a fixed time point. The relevant
data structure is of the form {zijk, i = 1, 2, . . . , I; j = 1, 2, . . . , J ; k = 1, 2, ..., K}
corresponding to a collection of I × J phantom-voxels each recorded over K
transverse slices. According to the analysis in the previous chapter, the data
should follow the structure in which zijk ∼ Gamma(µk/φk, φk), the mean is µk
and the variance is µkφk. Thus, the 1-D auto-correlation calculations on both
transaxial and axial directions are as follows
ρi(l) =
1
(I − l)JKµkφk
∑
i=1,...,I−l
j=1,...,J
k=1,..,K
(zijk − µk)(zi+l,j,k − µk)
ρj(m) =
1
I(J −m)Kµkφk
∑
i=1,...,I
j=1,...,J−m
k=1,..,K
(zijk − µk)(zi,j+m,k − µk)
ρk(n) =
1
IJ(K − n)µkφk
∑
i=1,...,I
j=1,...,J
k=1,..,K−n
(zijk − µk)(zi,j,k+n − µk+n)
where l and m are the lags in transverse domain (x- and y-direction), n is the lag
on axial direction (distance between slices), µk and φk are the estimated param-
eters of the Gamma model. The result of estimated 1-D and 3-D autocorrelation
as a function of transaxial and axial distance is shown on Figure 5.1. The auto-
correlation patterns in both transaxial and axial directions are significant. There
is little difference of auto-correlation between x- and y-direction within one plane.
In following sections, 3-D auto-correlation is used to investigate how surround-
ing pixels affect the central pixel in both transaxial and axial directions. We
consider an efficient computation follows the Wiener-Khinchin theorem [11, 104]
which allows us to compute the spatial autocorrelation with two Fast Fourier
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Figure 5.1: Top: Estimated transverse and axial auto-correlation functions (1-D
ACF) for iterative reconstructed phantom data. The red and green lines in the
transverse plot represent auto-correlation in row and column directions, respec-
tively. Bottom: 3-D ACF for the same phantom. 1-D profiles through the centre
of the phantom, showing from left to right, horizontal, vertical, and axial profile.
transforms (FFT)
Sijk = |FFT(uijk)|2
R(l,m, n) = IFFT(Sijk) (5.1)
where IFFT denotes the inverse Fast Fourier transform, Sijk is the power spec-
trum of uijk, R(l,m, n) is the autocorrelation function {l = 1, 2, ..., L 3 I;m =
1, 2, ...,M 3 J ;n = 1, 2, ..., N 3 K; }.
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5.1.2 Inconsistency of Least Squares Estimation for Spa-
tial Autoregressive Model
In signal processing, the autoregressive (AR) model is often used to represent the
random process that each variable is correlated with its own previous values. For
example, the AR(2) model is defined as
Xt = φ1Xt−1 + φ2Xt−2 + t, t ∼ N(0, σ2).
However, 3-D PET image data often shows spatial autocorrelations—as shown in
Figure 5.1—which means that each voxel is correlated with its surrounding val-
ues and the conventional AR model is not applicable. Therefore, spatial autore-
gressive model (SAR) is more reasonable to describe the spatial autocorrelation
pattern and to generate uncorrelated residuals. A simple 1-D SAR model and the
parameter estimation of this model will be introduced shortly. Furthermore, the
elaborate 3-D spatial autoregressive model for the physical PET phantom data
will be discussed in section 5.2.
Consider a simple 1-D SAR model in time
yt = θ1(yt−1 + yt+1) + θ2(yt−2 + yt+2) + t (5.2)
for t = 0,±1,±2, ..., T and t iid∼ N(0, σ2) white noise. Rewrite equation (5.2) as
−θ2yt−2 − θ1yt−1 + yt − θ1yt+1 − θ2yt+2 = t and let Θ = (−θ2,−θ1, 1,−θ1,−θ2),
then the model could be rewritten as (Θ ∗ Y )t = t. The data simulation
procedure is as follows:
1. Generate an iid sequence {t}.
2. Generate {Yt} by the inverse Fourier Transform (FT) of: FT({t})/FT(Θ).
The simulated time series based on the above 1-D SAR model with θ1 = 0.3, θ2 =
0.02 is showed in the top row of Figure 5.2.
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) Estimation: While the method of least
squares is a standard (and asymptotically optimal) approach for estimation of fa-
miliar AR model coefficients [11, 15], it runs into problems for more general auto-
regressions. This was highlighted by Whittle [121]. To illustrate this consider
the SAR model equation (5.2), then the least squares estimates of θ = (θ1, θ2)
minimise
RSS(θ|y(t), t ∈ N /N0) =
∑
t∈N0
[Pθy(t)]2
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OLS Estimation
LSA Estimation
Time Series
Figure 5.2: Top: Time series generated fro the 1-D spatial AR(2) model. Bot-
tom: Least squares auto-regression estimation results.
where Pθ = I − θ1(B +B−1)− θ2(B2 +B−2) with B is the backshift Bkyt = yt−k
and N0 = {0,±1,±2, ..., T} is the set of data indices and N /N0 = {−T−2,−T−
1, T+1, T+2} are the indices of unobserved y-values which are needed in order to
reconstruct the innovations (t) at the sampled points. For large T , the impact
of unobserved data is negligible. Least squares coefficients satisfy the normal
equations. In the present situation for large T these coefficients, θ˜, are identified
by  1 + ρ2 ρ1 + ρ3
ρ1 + ρ3 1 + ρ4
 θ˜1
θ˜2
 =
 ρ1
ρ2
 (5.3)
where ρl is the auto-correlation at lag l for l = 1, 2, 3, 4. It is not hard to find a
situation where the estimates are inconsistent. For example, if θ = (0.30, 0.02)
then θ˜ = (−0.54,−0.15). In light of this, least-squares auto-regression may not
be relied on for estimation of SAR models parameters.
5.2 Methodological Development
The data structure arising from a physical phantom study is a set of reconstructed
PET measurements {z(n) = z(n1, n2, n3), n = (n1, n2, n3) ∈ N0} corresponding
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to a collection of N voxels consisting of I1× I2 phantom-voxels recorded on each
of I3 transverse slices in the field of view of the scanner. These data correspond to
a particular acquisition time-frame during which the phantom is measured in the
scanner field of view. In a dynamic PET study there will be multiple time-frames,
but, as data from distinct time-frames can be considered to arise as a processed
version of a thinned 4-D Poisson process, these can be considered as independent
of each other. Our focus is on PET data that has been iteratively reconstructed
using some variation on the EM algorithm [115].
5.2.1 Spatial Autoregressive Model
In previous work, we demonstrated that iteratively reconstructed PET data could
be represented using the Gamma distribution [70]. So
z(n) = z(n1, n2, n3) ∼ Γ
(
τµ(n)/φ(n), φ(n)/τ
)
where (n1, n2) are transverse plane co-ordinates and n3 indexes the slice. µ(n) is
the activity of the target source activity per unit mass (scaled by dose), φ(n) mod-
els scanner and object-specific factors (most notably attenuation) that contribute
to extra-Poisson variation, τ is proportional to the injected dose per unit mass
of the object. The Gamma model allows us normalise PET data to a Gaussian
scale via the probability transform [70]:
u(n) = Φ−1
(
F (z(n)|τ, µˆ(n), φˆ(n))
)
(5.4)
where F
(
· |τ, µˆ(n), φˆ(n)
)
is the Gamma distribution function with mean µˆ(n)
and variance µˆ(n)φˆ(n)/τ . Both µˆ(n) and φˆ(n) can be estimated from phantom
data measurements [70]. Φ is the standard normal distribution function.
Here we propose to analyse the 3-D covariance of the normalised data using
spatial autoregressive (SAR) models. A SAR model specifies a linear relation
between a collection of appropriately defined neighbours
u(n) =
∑
k
θku(n− k) + (n) (5.5)
where u(n) = u(n1, n2, n3) and the summation is made over a set of negative and
positive indices, k = (k1, k2, k3), such that voxels (n−k) belong to an appropriate
neighbourhood of the voxel n—this will be detailed below. (n) is a Gaussian
white noise process with variance σ2. By introducing a linear difference operator
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Pθ = ∑k θkBk the model can be expressed as
Pθu(n) = (n) (5.6)
where u(n) and (n) represent the data and the innovation white noise process
evaluated at the n’th voxel and Bku(n) = u(n− k) = u(n1− k1, n2− k2, n3− k3).
In practice only a small number of θk coefficients are non-zero. A first order model
will only involve terms where all components of k are zero, except one being 1 in
absolute value; an s’th order model only has non-zero terms for k = (k1, k2, k3)’s
in which |k1| + |k2| + |k3| ≤ s. Models of order 2 seem adequate for us. SAR
models are generalizations of simple auto-regressive (AR) models used in classical
time series analysis [11, 15]. See Yao and Brockwell [126] for discussion of spatial
generalizations of classical ARMA time series models. SARs have been proposed
for analysis of spatial processes [36, 69, 94, 121], but to our knowledge, they
have not been applied to nuclear medicine imaging data. The SAR models used
in spatial statistics are sometimes specified so that the θ-coefficients are known
up to some scale factor determined from available data [34]. In our case we are
interested in SAR models in which the full set of non-zero θ-coefficients must be
estimated from the available data.
5.2.2 Estimation of SAR Model Coefficients Using
Likelihood-based Approach
Likelihood-based approaches to the estimation of SAR and ARMA models are
well established and have the familiar behavior of regular maximum likelihood
procedures [39, 69, 126]. In the case of an SAR it is well known, see e.g. Mohalp
[69], that the appropriate (conditional) likelihood-based objective function can
be expressed as
`(θ|u(n), n ∈ N /N0) =
∑
n∈N0
[Pθu(n)]2
σ2
+N log(σ2) (5.7)
+ N(2pi)3
∫
[−pi,pi]3
log(Pθ(λ)−2)dλ
where N is the number of voxels in N0, λ = (λ1, λ2, λ3) and σ2(2pi)3 |Pθ(λ)|−2 is
the 3-d spectral density of the SAR process. Pθ(λ) = ∑k θkeiλ·k, with λ · k =
λ1k1 + λ2k2 + λ3k3, is the 3-D discrete Fourier transform of the SAR coefficients.
Differentiating equation (5.7) with respect to θ and setting the derivative to zero
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we obtain a pseudo-linear (score) equation for the unknown components of θ
1
N
∑
n∈N0
[Pθu(n)]u(n− l) =
∫
fθ(λ)|Pθ(λ)|e−iλ·ldλ (5.8)
where l = (l1, l2, l3) ∈ LP indexes the relevant components of non-zero θ’s. Under
the assumption of symmetric SAR model, Pθ(λ) is positive, we have |Pθ(λ)| =
Pθ(λ). Then we have
1
N
∑
n∈N0
[Pθu(n)]u(n− l) =
∫
fθ(λ)Pθ(λ)e−iλ·ldλ
1
N
∑
n∈N0
[
∑
l′
θl′u(n− l′)]u(n− l) =
∫
fθ(λ)
∑
l′
θl′e
−iλ·(l′−l)dλ
Using Parseval’s relation, the above equation can be expressed as a require-
ment that the maximum likelihood estimators ensure that select sample auto-
covariances, at lags corresponding to the non-zero θ, match the model-predicted
covariances ∑
l′∈LP
cˆN(l′ − l)θˆl′ =
∑
l′∈LP
c(l′ − l|θˆ)θˆl′ (5.9)
for l ∈ LP . Here cˆN(l− l′) = 1N
∑
n∈N0 u(n− l)u(n− l′) is a sample estimate of the
auto-covariance and the inverse Fourier transform of the spectral density fθ(λ)
gives the 3-D model auto-covariance, c(l− l′|θ) = ∫ e−iλ·(l−l′)fθ(λ)dλ. So that the
problem is becoming to find the solution of equation (5.10)—score equation
( ∑
l′∈LP
(
cˆN(l′ − l)− c(l′ − l|θ)
))
θl′ = 0 ; for l ∈ LP (5.10)
by minimising the following objective function
∑
l∈LP
[
∑
l′∈LP
(
cˆN(l′ − l)− c(l′ − l|θ)
)
θl′ ]2
According to the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality [102], the above function is smaller
than the following
K
∑
l∈LP
∑
l′∈LP
(
cˆN(l′ − l)− c(l′ − l|θ)
)2
θ2l′
Under the general assumption of |θl| ≤ 1, we can then further diminish the
function as
K
∑
l∈LP
∑
l′∈LP
(
cˆN(l′ − l)− c(l′ − l|θ)
)2
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By setting wm as the number of l′− l where m ∈ l′− l, the above function can be
diminished by considering the sum of squared difference between the sample auto-
covariances and the model-predicted covariances with weights wm and respect to
m ∈ l′ − l.
K
∑
m∈l′−l
wm
(
cˆN(m)− c(m|θ)
)2
Then a nonlinear least squares (NLS) approach is straightforward for estimating
the parameter θ.
5.2.3 Computational Considerations
The hyper-rectangular volume of the normalised data—u(n) can be processed
using the 3-D FFT to obtain the periodogram, fN(λ). The inverse FFT of the
periodogram provides a set of sample auto-covariances cN(l − l′). For a speci-
fied θ we sample 1(2pi)3 |Pθ(λ)|−2 at the same discrete Fourier frequencies as the
periodogram and apply the inverse FFT, followed by normalisation to ensure
c(0|θ) = cN(0), this provides the model auto-covariances, c(l − l′|θ). These are
used to evaluate (7). Note the auto-correlations of the data and the model are
obtained as
ρN(k) = cN(k)/cN(0) and ρ(k|θ) = c(k|θ)/c(0|θ).
5.2.4 Validation of the Likelihood-based Estimation Using
1-D Simulation
To validate our likelihood-based approach to the estimation of SAR model, we
consider a 1-D simulation study which is comparable to the study in section 5.1.2.
The simulation model is (5.2) with parameters θ1 = 0.4 and θ2 = 0.05 and then
apply our estimation procedure described in 5.2.2 to estimate the parameters. As
shown in Figure 5.3, the estimates are θˆ1 = 0.398±0.01 and θˆ2 = 0.049±0.01 and
both of the objective function and the score equation are converged. Also, the
ACF of estimated model is consistent with the true model. This result indicates
that the estimated model by likelihood-based approach is able to cover the true
ACF pattern and the consistency is guaranteed. In following sections, an elabo-
rate simulation procedure in 3-D domain is developed for iterative reconstructed
PET data.
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True 	𝜃 = (0.4,0.05)
Estimated 𝜃+ = (0.398± 0.01	, 0.049± 0.01)
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Figure 5.3: Results of likelihood-based estimation of 1-D simulation data.
5.2.5 Neighbourhood Structure
Model (5.5) is based on specification of the neighbourhood structure of each voxel.
Image data has a regular structure and there are several intuitive strategies for
defining the neighbourhood structure of a voxel [23]. We define the s’th order
neighbourhood of (i, j, k) as
Ns = {(i′, j′, k′); 0 < |i− i′|+ |j − j′|+ |k − k′| ≤ s};
for s = 1, 2, ...
The first (s = 1) and second (s = 2) neighbourhood structures are sketched in Fig.
5.4. The first order neighbourhood is also known as the 3-D Rook neighbourhood
[127].
5.2.6 Simulation of PET Data
The Cramer representation theorem, see e.g. Mohalp [69], provides a mechanism
to simulate normalised PET data and by inverting the Gamma model probability
transform in equation (1), these data can be converted into simulated PET image
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Figure 5.4: Diagram of first (red) and second (blue) order neighbours for a selected
voxel (black) with a set of coefficients for each neighbour.
values for z(n). The process is as follows: First generate (n) as an iid N(0, σ2)
process; transform (n) using the FFT and scale by the Pθ(λ). Next apply the
inverse Fourier transform (FFT) to generate the normalised data u(n). These
steps are summarised by the formula.
u(n) = F−1[F [](λ)Pθ(λ) ][n]
where F represents the FFT. Finally simulated PET values are obtained as
z(n) = F−1
(
Φ(u(n))|τ, µ(n), φ(n)
)
The analysis method and simulation step is summarised graphically in Fig.
5.5.
5.3 Experimental Methods
5.3.1 Normalised Physical Phantom Data Analysis
Quality assurance refers to a procedure to ensure that delivered products match to
the requirements. In particular, monitoring the performance of installed scanner
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where N is the number of voxels in N0,   = ( 1, 2, 3) and
 2
(2⇡)3 |P✓( )| 2 is the 3-d spectral density of the SAR process.
P✓( ) =
P
k ✓ke
i ·k, with   · k =  1k1 +  2k2 +  3k3, is
the 3-D discrete Fourier transform of the SAR coefficients.
Differentiating equation (5) with respect to ✓ and setting the
derivative to zero we obtain a pseudo-linear (score) equation
for the unknown components of ✓
1
N
X
n2N0
[P✓u(n)]u(n  l) =
Z
f✓( )P✓( )e i ·ld  (6)
where l = (l1, l2, l3) 2 LP indexes the relevant components of
non-zero ✓’s. Using Parseval’s relation, the above equation can
be expressed as a requirement that the maximum likelihood
estimators ensure that select sample auto-covariances, at lags
corresponding to the non-zero ✓, match the model-predicted
covariancesX
l02LP
cˆN (l
0   l)✓ˆl0 =
X
l02LP
c(l0   l|✓ˆ)✓ˆl0 (7)
for l 2 LP . Here cˆN (l  l0) = 1N
P
n2N0 u(n  l)u(n  l0) is a
sample estimate of the auto-covariance and the inverse Fourier
transform of the spectral density f✓( ) gives the 3-D model
auto-covariance , c(l   l0|✓) = R e i ·(l l0)f✓( )d . We use
the iteration ✓(k) ! ✓(k+1)
✓(k+1) = C(✓(k)) 1z (8)
for zl0 =
P
l02LP cˆN (l  l0)✓ˆ
(k)
l0 and C(✓
(k))ll0 = c(l  l0|✓(k))
with  2 set so that cˆN (0) = c(0|✓(k)). Note cˆN (l  l0) may be
biased for the true auto-covariances. This can be remedied by
dividing by the number of non-zero terms in
P
n2N0 u(n +
l)u(n + l0). With this adjustment, it ithe approach based on
equation (7) is trivially self-consistent.
C. Computational Considerations
The hyper-rectangular volume of the normalized data- can
be processed using the 3-D FTT to obtain the periodogram,
fN ( ). The inverse FFT of the periodogram provides a set of
sample auto-covariances cN (l l0). For a specified ✓ we sample
1
(2⇡)3 |P✓( )| 2 at the same discrete Fourier frequencies as
the periodogram and apply the inverse FFT, followed by
normalization to ensure c(0|✓) = cN (0), this provides the
model autocovariances, c(l  l0|✓). These are used to evaluate
(7). Note the auto-correlations of the data and the model are
obtained as
⇢N (k) = cN (k)/cN (0) and ⇢(k|✓) = c(k|✓)/c(0|✓).
D. Neighborhood structure
Model (2) is based on specification of the neighborhood
structure of each voxel. Image data has a regular structure
and there are several intuitive strategies for defining the
neighborhood structure of a voxel [6]. We define the s’th order
neighborhood of (i, j, k) as
Ns = {(i0, j0, k0); 0 < |i  i0|+ |j   j0|+ |k   k0|  s};
for s = 1, 2, ...
The first (s = 1) and second (s = 2) neighborhood structures
are sketched in Fig. 4. The first order neighborhood is also
known as the 3-D Rook neighborhood [24].
E. Simulation of PET Data
The Cramer representation theorem, see e.g. Mohalp [13],
provides a mechanism to simulate normalized PET data and by
inverting the Gamma model probability transform in equation
(1), these data can be converted into simulated PET image
values for z(n). The process is as follows: First generate ✏(n)
as an iid N(0, 2) process; transform ✏(n) using the FFT and
scale by the P✓( ). Next apply the inverse Fourier transform
(FFT) to generate the normalized data u(n). These steps are
summarisd by the formula.
u(n) = F 1[F [✏]( )P✓( ) ][n]
where F represents the FFT. Finally simulated PET values are
obtained as
z(n) = F 1
 
 (u(n))|⌧, µ(n), (n) 
The analysis method and simulation step is summarized
graphically in Fig. 1.
Phantom Data Acquisition
(Iterative Reconstruction)
ROI Extraction {z(n), n 2 N0}
Gamma Model
Analysis
z(n) ⇠  (⌧ µ(n) (n) ,  (n)⌧ )
IRLS Estimation
Normalized
Data u(n) =  
 1(F (z(n)|⌧, µˆ(n),  ˆ(n))
Spatial
Covariance
Analysis (SAR)
P✓u(n) = ✏(n)
Approximate Likelihood
Simulation
✏(n)
iid⇠ N(0, 2)
u(n) = F 1[F [✏]( )P✓ˆ( ) ][n]
z˜(n) = F 1
 
 (u(n))|⌧, µˆ(n),  ˆ(n) 
z(n)
µˆ(n),  ˆ(n)
u(n)
✓ˆ,  ˆ2
Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the PET analysis and simulation process
Figure 5.5: Graphical representation of the PET analysis and simulation process
can be implemented by a range of routine phantom tests matched to operational
clinical practice. We consider the data of this type collected at a PET imaging
facility at a local hospital—the Cork University Hospital (CUH). The scanner is
a GE Discovery VCT PET/CT and used clinically for imaging of cancer patients.
In our study, the scanning procedure was in line with a standard dynamic PET-
FDG brain imaging protocol developed by the American College of Radiology
Imaging Network (ACRIN) [98]. The cylindrical phantom is 189 mm in length
and 195 mm in diameter, filled with a mixed solution of F-18 radiotracer and
water and placed centrally in the field of view (FOV). Routine clinical image
reconstruction is performed with 3-D iterative EM reconstruction (3D-IR). A
dynamic sequence of 45 time-frames is acquired for 55 minutes. For each time-
frame, the reconstructed image has 128×128 pixels in 47 slices, with pixel size of
5.46875× 5.46875 mm2 and slice thickness of 3.27 mm. Region of interest (ROI)
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data for the interior cross-sectional circular volume of the phantom, acquired for
each axial slice (except two extreme slices), k, and for each time-frame, t, are
available for analysis. The data for the set of all K slices and T time-frames
structured as {zikt, i = 1, 2, ..., N, k = 1, 2, ..., K, t = 1, 2, ..., T}. The analysis
here focuses on data from a single time-frame—the t = 24 frame.
In previous study [70], these measurements have been normalised based on
the multiplicative Gamma model and the normalised data can be well described
by the Gaussian distribution (c.f. Fig. 5.6). Based on the analysis of 3-D auto-
correlation of the phantom data (Figure 5.7), there is little rotational variation in
row and column directions within each slice. Hence we consider all voxels within
the ROI where both 1- and 2-order neighbours are available. Reasonably assum-
ing that the data on each direction (row, column and axial) are symmetric, we
denote the regression coefficients as shown in Figure 5.4. We apply the method-
ology developed in the previous section to fit to SAR models to the normalised
data. The order of neighbourhood, s, is selected based on the significance of
regression coefficients and diagnostic analysis of residuals—primarily the residual
auto-correlation characteristic [11].
Figure 5.6: Top: The transverse and sagittal image of 3-D dynamic PET study
on a cylindrical phantom using iterative (3D-IR) reconstructed methods (24th
time frame of slice 23). The ROI data within white outline are used in analysis.
On the right is the histogram of the data generated from ROIs. Bottom: Images
and histogram of the probability transformed/normalised data generated by the
previous study.
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Figure 5.7: 3-D ACF of the ROI data shown in the top of Fig. 5.6
5.3.2 SAR Model Simulation
To illustrate the performance of the proposed method in estimating SAR model
coefficients, we simulate 3-D data according to the following model
u(n) =
∑
k
θku(n− k) + (n),
for n ∈ N0 and θk matched to typical values estimated from the CUH phantom
Mean square errors (MSE) for the θ parameter estimation, defined as 1
Nθ
∑
k(θk−
θˆk)2 where Nθ is the number of the θ parameters, are evaluated as function of
ROI size for the noise level matched to the one in the CUH Phantom data.
5.3.3 Numerical Phantom Simulation
The 2-D VSK phantom [115] and the same size uniform elliptical phantom, shown
in Fig. 5.11 and 5.12, were used. A sinogram source g was evaluated using a
simple analytic Radon projection. The both sinograms generated from the VSK
and uniform phantom were attenuated using the same attenuation matrix that
assumed uniform density in the phantom region. Poisson data in the sinogram
domain were simulated in R using the function rpois. Reconstructions with
count rates of 105 and 106 were considered. Data were reconstructed using the
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. The EM algorithm, initialised with
the true uniform image, is stopped after iterated 16 times. No post-reconstruction
smoothing was performed. For each count rate, 1000 replicates were evaluated.
The distribution of data over replicates were used to estimate Gamma model
parameters and probability transform normalisation [70]. Methods developed in
Section 5.2 were then used to analyse the 2-D autocorrelation of the normalised
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VSK and uniform phantom data respectively.
5.4 Results
We begin by presenting results of the analysis of physical phantom data, this is
followed by numerical simulation studies including SAR model simulation and
VSK phantom simulation.
5.4.1 Physical Phantom Data
Figure 5.8 shows uniform cylindrical phantom data OSEM reconstructed at a
PET imaging facility at a local hospital before (the top) and after (the bottom)
normalising based on the Gamma distribution [70]. Histogram at the bottom right
indicates that the normalised data can be modelled using the Gaussian distribu-
tion. We fit a SAR model with the second order neighbourhood to the normalised
data. The 3-D ACF of the fitted model is plotted as three 1-D profiles in Figure
5.8, in comparison with 3-D ACF of the normalised data. Also shown in Figure
5.8 is the 3-D ACF of SAR model residuals. The 3-D ACF of the normalised data
is well described by the model. The model residuals show no significant auto-
correlation present in transaxial directions, but some significant autocorrelation
present in axial direction.However, the amplitude of autocorrelation is greatly
reduced (in comparison to the normalised data). This may indicate that there is
non-stationary axial autocorrelation present in the data not accounted for by the
3D SAR model. The estimated model coefficients are presented in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Non-linear Regression Coefficients
aˆ1 0.151± 0.005∗ aˆ2 −0.015± 0.002∗
bˆ1 0.149± 0.005∗ bˆ2 −0.014± 0.002∗
cˆ1 0.275± 0.006∗ cˆ2 −0.040± 0.003∗
dˆ1 −0.018± 0.003∗ dˆ2 −0.037± 0.003∗
∗ denotes significant.
5.4.2 SAR Model Simulation
Using the θ parameters estimated from and the same data size as the CUH ROI
data for one time frame (N0 = 30×30×45), Fig. 5.9 shows that the ACF structure
in the CUH ROI data can be well captured and simulated by the simulation model.
The R-squared values of the estimated ACFs based on the CUH ROI data and
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Figure 5.8: Top: Comparison between the ACF of reconstructed PET phantom
data and the modelled ACF. Bottom: 3-D ACF patterns of SAR model residuals.
simulated data are 99.86%, 99.51% and 99.56% in the horizontal, vertical and
axial direction, respectively. At lag 1 the relative differences between these ACFs
are 2.38%, 7.41% and 4.33%, respectively.
To demonstrate estimation accuracy of the proposed method, data with vary-
ing size were generated. The considered data sizes are created by scaling each
dimension of the CUH ROI using the same scale factor τ , that is τN0 for
τ = 0.5, 1, 2, 4, . . . , 64. Then the proposed method was applied to the simu-
lated data. This process is repeated 20 times for each data size. Fig. 5.10 shows
the log mean square error (MSE) of the θ estimation, defined as
∑
k
(θk−θˆk)2
number of θ′s , as
function of the log sample size τN0. This figure seems to indicate that log MSE
decreases linearly in the log sample size, especially after ignoring the first box.
The slope-coefficient is estimated as (-1.04 ± 0.06), consistent with asymptotic
theory.
5.4.3 Numerical Phantom Simulation
The top left of Fig. 5.11 and 5.12 shows the image of the VSK and uniform
phantom used in the simulation study, respective. The top right shows the EM
reconstruction of the VSK and uniform phantom after 16 iterations. The 2-D
ACF of the normalised VSK and uniform phantom reconstruction as well as the
2-D ACF of the fitted SAR model residuals are also shown in Fig. 5.11 and
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of the 3-D ACF between the physical phantom data and
the model simulated data on each direction.
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Figure 5.10: Log mean squared errors (MSE) of the estimated parameters based
on simulation study with different sample sizes (20 repetitions for each size). N0
corresponds to the size of the phantom ROI in the CUH data.
5.12. The very similar 2-D autocorrelation patterns of the normalised VSK and
uniform phantom reconstruction can be seen in the middle row of 5.11 and 5.12,
and the both patterns can be captured by the SAR model (the bottom row of 5.11
and 5.12). To make more reliable comparison between uniform and non-uniform
sources, 1000 replicates were generated. Fig. 5.13 shows the images of average
µ(n) and φ(n) for uniform (top row) and VSK phantom (bottom row) based on
1000 replicates. Fig. 5.14 shows the estimated SAR model parameters of the
normalised VSK and uniform phantom reconstruction based on 1000 replicates.
It is apparent that the estimated parameters are very similar between VSK and
uniform phantom reconstructions.
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Figure 5.11: Images of the VSK phantom and EM reconstructed VSK phantom
(top row). Image and one dimensional profiles of 2-D ACF of the normalised EM
reconstructed VSK phantom (middle row). Image and one dimensional profiles
of 2-D ACF of the fitted SAR model residuals (bottom row). The 2-D ACF were
assessed for each replicate. Shown is the averaged ACF over 20 replicates.
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Figure 5.12: Images of the uniform phantom and EM reconstructed uniform phan-
tom (top row). Image and one dimensional profiles of 2-D ACF of the normalised
reconstructed uniform phantom (middle row). Image and one dimensional pro-
files of the fitted SAR model residuals. The 2-D ACF were assessed for each
replicate. Shown is the averaged ACF over 20 replicates.
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Figure 5.13: Images of average µ(n) and φ(n) based on 1,000 simulation studies
involving the VSK and uniform phantom.
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Figure 5.14: Estimated the SAR model parameters of the normalised EM recon-
structed VSK phantom (blue and red) and uniform phantom (green) based on
1,000 simulation studies involving different count levels.
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5.4.4 Impact of Spatial Covariance
Figure 5.15: Top: 3-D ACF of FBP and IR physical phantom. Bottom: One
dimensional profiles of 3-D ACF of FBP and IR reconstruction physical phantom
images through the centre of the phantom, showing from left to right, horizontal,
vertical and axial profile.
In this section, we will discuss the impact of spatial covariance by some sim-
ulation studies. In practice the covariance characteristics of reconstructed PET
images is clearly important. The MSE behaviour of the Gamma-based estimation
technique relative to LS could well be impacted by covariance in the ROI data.
To investigate this, we adapted our simulation study to take account of the type
of covariance seen in the physical phantom data. The auto-covariance used was
matched to our physical phantom data by considering a hyper-rectangular volume
placed inside the physical phantom (4.3.1) and extracting the normalised Gamma-
transformed residuals {rijk, i = 1, 2, . . . , I; j = 1, 2, . . . , J ; k = 1, 2, ..., K}.
Following the Wiener-Khinchine theorem [11], the 3-D autocorrelation func-
tion (ACF) was estimated as the inverse FFT of the 3-D power spectrum of
hyper-rectangular volume data. Very similar 3-D autocorrelation patterns are
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observed across time frames (not shown). This is expected since time-frames are
independent and the resolution filter bandwidth is not varied with frame duration.
We averaged the ACF’s across time-frames to produce a final 3-D ACF function.
One dimensional ACF profiles through the centre of the hyper-rectangular vol-
ume are shown in Figure 5.15. Horizontal profiles (left) look almost same as the
vertical ones (middle), indicating isotropic correlation behaviour within each slice
for both FBP and EM images. There is stronger correlation in the FBP images
compared to the EM images. This is no doubt due to the different mechanisms
affecting the smoothness of the two data sets—the correlation is affected by the
filter cut-off frequency for the FBP images [122] and, in addition, by the iteration
number for the EM images [124].
We note that the simulation method in 5.2.6 generates correlated data. To
investigate the effects of correlation on estimation accuracy of µkt and φkt, we
use the simulation method in 5.2.6 to simulate the PET images with 3-D auto-
correlation matched to the one observed in the EM data for each time frame and
slice.
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Figure 5.16: Parameter estimation for i.i.d. simulation versus correlated simula-
tion.
Figure 5.16 shows comparison of µt, αk, φt and βk estimation based on simu-
lated data with (blue) and without (red) 3-D autocorrelation structure. Although
less accurate, estimates based on the auto-correlated data follow the true values
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Figure 5.17: The log MSE of the parameter estimation for auto-correlated data
evaluated as a function of dose τ and ROI size N . The log MSE for initial (LS)
estimates are shown in blue and multiplicative model (ML) estimates are shown
in red.
well. The log MSE of the two estimations evaluated as a function of dose τ and
ROI size N are presented in Fig. 5.17. N = I × J . The regression model of
MSE is log(MSE) ∼ a0 + a1 log(N) + a2 log(τ)—same as Figure 4.12. Figure
5.17 shows that the MSE of auto-correlated data behaves similar to the non-
correlated data (compare to Figure 4.12). The MSE is consistent as τ increases
as well as N increases. The ML algorithm significantly reduces the MSE compare
to LS. The ML algorithm is under the assumption of i.i.d. data, it is not optimal
for correlated data, however, the ML estimation is still acceptable and the MSE
behaviour follows the theoretical interpretation discussed in section 4.5.1.
Compared to Figure 4.12, the auto-correlated data increases MSE of the dis-
persion parameter estimates φˆt and βˆk slightly, by 40% and 5%, respective. How-
ever, the MSE of the mean parameter estimates µˆt and αˆk are greatly increased,
by 547% and 137%. Also shown that the auto-correlated data have much larger
effects on the estimation of time components, µt and φt, than on the estimation
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of slice components, αk and βk. A possible reason for this is that the estimation
of time components is affected by 3-D correlation, while the estimation of slice
components is affected by 2-D correlation.
5.5 Concluding Remarks
This chapter provides a very practical way to quickly generate uncertainties
for quantified PET measurements. Building on the work, presented in chap-
ter 4, on analysis of the distributional characteristics of iteratively reconstructed
PET data, we construct an auto-regression model for analysis of the 3-D spatial
auto-covariance structure of iteratively reconstructed data, after normalisation.
Appropriate likelihood-based statistical techniques for estimation of the auto-
regression model coefficients are described. The fitted model leads to a simple
process for approximate simulation of scanner performance—one that is readily
implemented in an R script. Thus the analysis provides a practical mechanism for
evaluating the operational error characteristics of iteratively reconstructed PET
images. Simulation studies are used for validation. The approach is illustrated
on QA data from an operational clinical scanner. Overall the method is found to
be practical and effective.
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Discussion, Conclusions and
Future Work
6.1 Discussion
The work in this thesis is based on the quality assurance data of clinical 3-
D PET scanners, or more specific, the reconstructed PET images of uniform
cylindrical phantom. The research of this kind of data has been reported on both
statistical and engineering literatures over the past few decades. Many different
points of view have been taken. Our work provides a sophisticated method for
characterisation and simulation of PET data, which has potential to lead to
improved clinical decision making. A multiplicative Gamma model and a 3-D
spatial auto-regressive model are discussed with a rich detailed description. Once
the model has been determined, the simulation of the properties of PET scanner
is straightforward. All the analysis in this thesis can be implemented in R, and
so it is very practical for routinely assessing the noise characteristics of PET
measurements.
Quantitative interpretation of PET scans by region of interest (ROI) evalu-
ation of simple averages or perhaps even more elaborate calculations based on
detailed modelling of a dynamic time-activity-curve, can benefit from a better un-
derstanding of the stochastic structure of the input data. While simulation based
propagation of detector domain noise to the ROI measurements is the most satis-
factory theoretical approach to evaluate the noise properties in PET image, there
are many situations where the analyst does not have access to the raw detector
domain data. As noted by Carson et al. [19], in a practical setting the analysis
of ROI value is often carried out long after the raw projection data have already
been archived and cannot easily be obtained for calculation. Thus, it is desirable
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to develop a variance estimation method that does not require retrieval of raw
projection data. In 1993, Carson et al. [19] developed an approximation formula
for the variance of ROI values without accessing the raw projection data, there-
fore, the formula could be routinely used in clinical practice. A refinement of this
technique has been proposed by Maitra and O’Sullivan [62] in 1998 which de-
scribes that the reconstruction kernel can be approximated by a weighted sums
of Gaussian density functions. Although the above approximation based esti-
mators of bias and variance are convenient for calculation, these estimators are
based on a series of assumptions which may not be realistic for some PET data
analyses. Thus, it is still worthwhile to generate the model based parameter es-
timation approach which allows a very trivial process to be used for simulation
of the scanner. In addition, most of the analysis of statistical variation in PET
data [2, 19, 46, 50, 62, 107] has necessarily concentrated on classical filtered-
backprojection (FBP) reconstruction. In recent time, however, the iteratively
expectation-maximisation (EM) reconstructions are the most popular method in
clinical imaging. Such reconstruction impose positivity constraints that lead to
noise characteristics in the reconstructed image, which can be very different from
the ones in the FBP reconstructed images. Therefore, previous methods seem to
be antiquated and outdated.
Our preliminary analysis, presented in 4.1.3, shows that the iteratively re-
constructed PET data are non-Gaussian—typically right-skewed, while the FBP
data can be well characterised by Gaussian distribution. This has largely encour-
aged the author to build an efficient Gamma model for PET data. Motivated by
a recently acquired physical phantom study of a PET/CT scanner, we propose,
in Chapter 4, a Gamma parameterisation of the reconstructed data. An iterative
approach of using iteratively re-weighted least squares (IRLS) techniques and
Newton’s method has been adapted to estimate parameters. The accuracy and
consistency of the model are verified by numerical simulation study.
Similar work has been reported by Teymurazyan et al. [109] in 2013. Us-
ing simple exploratory methods such as Q-Q plots, their work suggests Gamma
distribution in representing the EM-reconstructed PET data while both Gamma
and Normal statistics are equally valid for FBP reconstructions. Nevertheless,
we use more formal and sophisticated methods to investigate the applicability
of Gamma distribution in representing EM reconstructed data, using data sets
collected over 43 PET scanners in the US (ACRIN) and a local hospital (CUH).
The methods involve likelihood ratio test and use probability transformed resid-
uals for model diagnostic. We also consider implications of the Gamma model
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for ROI analysis, which involves using Gamma-based likelihood to estimate the
bias and variance in the PET data. To the best of our knowledge, experimental
evaluations describing the Gamma characteristics of noise in EM-reconstructed
PET images have yet to appear in the literature.
The noise properties of the EM algorithm using Log-normal distribution were
also studied in the literature, e.g., Barrett et al. [7]. Based on some theoreti-
cal analyses of EM algorithm, the Log-normal distribution was obtained for the
intensity level of each pixel. Their method was based on the assumption that
the noise in the reconstruction is relatively small, i.e., the number of counts is
large and/or the iteration number is small. To demonstrate the superiority of the
Gamma model over the Log-normal, we simply compared the likelihood ratio of
these two distributions. Our result, shown in Figure 4.13, finds that especially in
the early time frames (lower count), the Gamma model is more plausible. Similar
to Figure 4.14, Figure 6.1 compares Gamma and Log-normal model for the simu-
lated data with different iteration numbers and counts. The left group indicates
that when the number of counts is low (1e+5) and iteration number is large (64),
that is noise level relatively high, Log-normal model is not appropriate.
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Figure 6.1: The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test p-values of Gamma and Log-normal
model for numerical phantom simulation data with different iteration numbers
(4, 16, 64) and counts (1e+5, 5e+5, 1e+6).
Compared to the variance, the noise correlation of PET image data is much
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less investigated in literature and normally considered in 1-D and 2-D mode
[5, 18, 81, 89, 88, 89]. In Chapter 5, we have described a practical approach to
using physical phantom data to obtain a statistical understanding of the imaging
characteristics of an operational scanner that uses iterative reconstruction. The
approach is based on a 3-D model taking account of the Gamma-characteristic
of positivity constrained iterative reconstruction, and a novel application of spa-
tial auto-regressive (SAR) modelling to describe covariance patterns. The SAR
analysis uses a variation on the Whittle [121] approach for implementation of con-
ditional likelihood estimation in general SAR models. Numerical studies demon-
strates the reliability of the SAR estimation procedure. These results are fully in
line with asymptotic theory, see e.g. [69].
Our techniques which are implemented in R, are applied to data from a PET
scanner in operational clinical use. Second-order SAR models are found to ade-
quately represent auto-correlation of the normalised phantom data. This extends
the analysis reported in [70]. A numerical phantom study using both uniform and
non-uniform (VSK) source distributions, indicates that after normalisation via an
appropriate Gamma model probability transform [70], the 2-D autocorrelation
pattern of iteratively reconstructed data does not appear to depend on whether
the source is uniform or non-uniform. This merits more detailed investigation. A
systematic study of the factors that influence the nature of local Gamma-model
parameters associated with non-uniform sources would also be evaluable next
step. This could lead to a practical and efficient approach to obtaining uncer-
tainties for regional summaries of PET scanning information in clinical settings
and would be particularly valuable in situations where the bootstrap [50] might
not be routinely feasible.
Our simplified approach to representing the statistical characteristics of an
operational 3-D scanner, though obviously much less sophisticated than a proper
physical representation, may have some on-going value, particularly as the ability
to fully represent all of the details of the operational scanner is challenging. The
parsimony offered by the approach described here, should be of practical value.
Implication for patient data: In recent years, PET imaging has become
the most important diagnostic tool for the detection, localisation, characterisa-
tion, and staging of cancer. However, the generally low signal to noise ratio
(SNR) and the relatively low spatial resolution of PET limit the detection sensi-
tivity and quantification accuracy [114]. After all the investigations of phantom
and simulation studies, the ultimate purpose of our research is to improve the
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clinical diagnostic. Based on our practical and effective modelling of the noise
structure in PET phantom images, the Gamma distribution could be included
in modelling the noise characteristics in patient images. For instance, the lesion
detection and characterisation can be badly affected by the spatial characteristics
and low-contrast data [105]. Our method could be adapted to estimate the spa-
tial characteristics (mean, variance and correlation structure) of the lesions and
to compare the corresponding characteristics with normal anatomical structures.
6.2 Conclusions
Overall, this thesis demonstrates the investigations of noise characteristics in re-
constructed PET images. A novel approach of model fitting and diagnostics
incorporating the Gamma distribution has been developed for analysis of iter-
ative reconstructed data and demonstrated to be a promising step towards an
enhanced statistical efficiency of inferences obtained from such data. The exhib-
ited Gamma-structure of iteratively reconstructed PET data indicates that noise
reduction algorithms specifically designed for Poisson or Gaussian noise are not
appropriate. We explore, for the first time in literature, the adaptability of spatial
auto-regressive model for PET imaging data. Spatial auto-regressive modelling in
combination with the Gamma distribution based modelling provides a very useful
and practical mechanism for quality assessment of operational clinical scanners.
6.3 Future Work
In this thesis, several new approaches for estimating statistical characteristics
in PET data were proposed and implemented. The models mentioned above are
starting points for future work. Further investigations and developments to refine
these techniques to provide a quantification of noise characteristics in a non-PET
imaging modality data such as MRI and low-dose CT data, are clearly of interest.
6.3.1 Generalisation to other medical imaging modalities
Nowadays, low-dose CT scan screening are widely used for early detection of
cancers including lung cancer, one of low-dose CT data analysis challenges is
high noise. Since the reconstruction methods used in CT imaging are similar
to PET, it is reasonable to explore the statistical characteristics in low-dose CT
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data using techniques developed in this thesis. Although reconstruction methods
used in MRI imaging are quite different, it is still interesting to adapt empirical
noise modelling approaches developed in this thesis to MRI data.
6.3.2 Generalisation to non-uniform PET images
All the physical phantom data analysed in this thesis are from uniform cylindrical
phantom scans. While we have done some simulation studies of VSK phantom
in Chapter 5, it is important to test and evaluate the obtained results on non-
uniform physical phantom data, i.e., NEMA phantoms [96]. This information is
important for the further analysis of patient data.
6.3.3 Using SAR model to analysis the auto-correlation
structure in FBP reconstructed PET data
We have demonstrated, in Chapter 5, that the SAR model is useful in representing
auto-correlation structure of IR data. While it may also be efficient for FBP
reconstructed data. As shown in Figure 6.2, the auto-correlation structure in FBP
data is quite different from IR data (compare to Figure 5.1). Both transaxial and
axial auto-correlation functions have longer tails, so that the SAR model should
be modified in order to fit the data.
6.3.4 Explore the robustness of the methods
Although our multiplicative model is based on the Gamma assumption, it is
not specialised for Gamma distributed data. Another future interest would be
to justify methods with good performance when there are small departures from
Gamma distribution. Here we simply present a Gaussian simulation study to show
the robustness of the methods in one sense. Based on the simulation procedure in
section 5.2.6, we replace the Gamma model by Gaussian with parameters mean µ
and variance µφ/τ . An appropriate value is added to each point to avoid infinite
values in the computation with gamma function (always positive values). Then
the simulated data should be able to fit our Gamma model. The parameter
estimation result is shown in Figure 6.3 with the true value in black and the
estimates in red. The mean squared errors for each estimate are indicated on the
plots. This result is indicating that our Gamma model is applicable for Gaussian
distribution.
In addition, we have presented some analysis based on FBP data—widely
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Figure 6.2: Top: Estimated transverse and axial autocorrelation functions (1-D
ACF) for FBP reconstructed phantom data. The red and green lines in the trans-
verse plot represent auto-correlation in row and column directions, respectively.
Bottom: 3-D ACF for the same phantom. 1-D profiles through the centre of the
phantom, showing from left to right, horizontal, vertical, and axial profile.
considered as Gaussian, in chapter 4 shown in Figure 4.7 and 4.8. In this case,
our Gamma model performs as well as the LS estimation and produces normal
residuals. These results show some robustness of the proposed multiplicative
model against deviation from the assumed Gamma distribution. Further study
along this direction can be considered as future work.
6.3.5 Explore alternative parametrizations
Chapter 4 provides a novel and efficient approach for estimating the axial and
temporal bias and variance of PET data. The estimated bias and variance show
some smoothness characteristics (Figure 4.8 A & B). Incorporating smooth func-
tions into multiplicative model of PET data could reduce the number of parame-
ters and provide better understanding of the noise characteristics of PET images
across spatial locations and time frames. As a future work, we could consider
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Figure 6.3: Gamma model estimation result for Gaussian simulated data with
corresponding mean squared error for each estimate.
incorporating a quadratic function or general b-spline function into the model,
and then examine the efficiency and robustness of the estimation result.
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R code
##########################################################
#-------------------Read in DICOM Data-------------------#
##########################################################
library(oro.dicom)
# Set up directory
dname=’/Users/tian/Desktop/CUH_Phantom_070317/DICOM_PET_WB_3D’
setwd(dname)
# Read in DICOM data; nz - slice; nt - time frame
n=128;N=n*n;nz=47;nt=45
img=NULL
slp=NULL
int=NULL
rsimg=NULL
header=NULL
ld=dir()
for(i in 1:length(dir())){
x=readDICOMFile(ld[i])
img=c(t(x[[2]]))
# slope and intercept, check row/column number
slp1 = as.numeric(x[[1]][259,6])
int1 = as.numeric(x[[1]][258,6])
cimg=c(img)*slp1+int1
slp=c(slp,slp1)
int=c(int,int1)
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rsimg=cbind(rsimg,cimg)
}
sIR=array(c(rsimg),dim=c(n,n,nz,nt))
save(sIR,file=’sIR.RData’)
sFBP=array(c(rsimg),dim=c(n,n,nz,nt))
save(sFBP,file=’sFBP.RData’)
##########################################################
#--------------------Extract ROI Data--------------------#
##########################################################
load(file=’sIR.RData’) # load(file=’sFBP.RData’)
s=sIR
x1pix=5.46875; x2pix=x1pix ; x3pix=3.27 # pixel size
z=x3pix*( (1:nz)-(nz+1)/2 )
x1 = x1pix*( (1:n)-(n+1)/2 ) ; x2=x1
dur = c(rep(5,16),rep(10,7),rep(30,5),rep(60,5),rep(180,5),
rep(300,7))
te=cumsum(dur)
ts=te-dur
tme=(ts+te)/120
lam=log(2.)/109.77
# proportional to inverse variance
wme=(dur/60) * exp(0-lam*tme) ; wme=wme/max(wme)
xm = matrix(rep(x1,n),ncol=n) ; ym=t(xm)
x = array(rep(c(rep(c(xm),nz)),nt),c(n,n,nz,nt))
y = array(rep(c(rep(c(ym),nz)),nt),c(n,n,nz,nt))
tm=NULL ; for(i in 1:nt) { tm = c(tm,rep(tme[i],n*n*nz))}
wm=NULL ; for(i in 1:nt) { wm = c(wm,rep(wme[i],n*n*nz))}
zm=NULL ; for(i in 1:nz) { zm = c(zm,rep(z[i],n*n)) }
zm=rep(zm,nt)
zv = array(zm,c(n,n,nz,nt))
tv = array(tm,c(n,n,nz,nt)) ; wv = array(wm,c(n,n,nz,nt))
rv = sqrt(x*x+y*y); xv=x ; yv=y
rm(xm);rm(ym);rm(tm);rm(x);rm(y);rm(wm)
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# Plot transverse and sagittal view
sIR=s
par(mfrow=c(2,2),cex=0.7,mai=c(0.6,0.1,0.3,0),oma=c(0,0,0,0),
font=2,font.axis=2,font.lab=2,cex.lab=1.5,cex.axis=1.4)
gs=grey((0:128)/128)
image(sIR[,,23,24],col=gs,axe=F,xlab="X (mm)",ylab="",asp=1)
mtext("Transverse",side=3,line=-2,cex=1.5,col="white")
axis(1,at=c(0,0.5,1),labels=c(-350,0,350))
axis(2,at=c(0,0.5,1),pos=0,labels=c(-350,0,350))
title(ylab="Y (mm)",line=-3)
title(ylab="2017",line=-1.5,cex.lab=2)
image(t(sIR[65,,,24]),col=gs,axe=F,xlab="Z (mm)",ylab="",
asp=700/220)
mtext("Sagittal",side=2,line=-6,cex=1.5)
axis(1,at=c(0,0.5,1),labels=c(-78,0,78))
axis(2,at=c(0,0.5,1),pos=0,labels=c(-350,0,350))
title(ylab="Y (mm)",line=-8)
# Define a mask with radius = 80mm
par(mfrow=c(2,2))
mrv=rv[,,1,1]
m=c(mrv)
mm=rep(0, N)
for(i in 1:N){
if(m[i]<=80){mm[i]=1}
if(m[i]>80){mm[i]=0}
}
m=matrix(mm,ncol=n,nrow=n)
image(m)
mask=array(rep(c(m),nt),c(n,n,nt))
mask[,,1]=0;mask[,,nt]=0
# Check the region of mask
test=sIR[,,23,23]
test[m==1]=0
image(test)
save(mask,file=’mask(r<=80mm).RData’)
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# Extract the ROI data
load(file="mask(r<=80mm).RData")
nv=n*n*nz*nt
# Phantom Data and Axial Indicator
s=sIR
axial=mask*0 ; axp=NULL
for(z in 1:nz) { axial[,,z]=z+mask[,,z]*0 }
axp = c(axial)[c(mask)>0]
sp=NULL
for(t in 1:nt) { sp=cbind(sp,c(s[,,,t])[c(mask)>0] ) }
tp=NULL
for(t in 1:nt) { tp=cbind(tp,c(tv[,,,t])[c(mask)>0] ) }
wp=NULL
for(t in 1:nt) { wp=cbind(wp,c(wv[,,,t])[c(mask)>0] ) }
zp=NULL
for(t in 1:nt) { zp=cbind(zp,c(zv[,,,t])[c(mask)>0] ) }
rp=NULL
for(t in 1:nt) { rp=cbind(rp,c(rv[,,,t])[c(mask)>0] ) }
xp=NULL
for(t in 1:nt) { xp=cbind(xp,c(xv[,,,t])[c(mask)>0] ) }
yp=NULL
for(t in 1:nt) { yp=cbind(yp,c(yv[,,,t])[c(mask)>0] ) }
rm(s) ; rm(tv) ; rm(zv) ; rm(wv) ; rm(rv)
sp=c(sp);tp=c(tp);zp=c(zp);rp=x1pix*round(c(rp)/x1pix)
save(sp,file=’sp.RData’)
save(tp,file=’tp.RData’)
save(xp,file=’xp.RData’)
save(yp,file=’yp.RData’)
save(zp,file=’zp.RData’)
save(rp,file=’rp.RData’)
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##########################################################
#-----Chapter 3 Spatial Statistical Characteristics------#
##########################################################
#Source subfunctions first - file name: "CQIE-subfuns.R"##
library(MASS) ; library(ic.infer)
# Multiplicative Bias Adjustment FUNCTION
biass <- function(tp,zp,rp,sp,pp,it,iz,ir) {
sp0 = sp/(mean(sp)) ; mu0=mean(sp)
# Temporal
wt=as.vector(tapply((tp*0+1),tp,sum))
yt=tapply(sp0,tp,mean) ; xt=sort(unique(tp))
out=smooth.spline(xt,yt,w=wt,df=pp*length(yt))
tt=predict(out)$x ; mut=predict(out)$y
sp1 = sp0/(approx(tt,mut,xout=tp,rule=2)$y)
# Axial
wt=as.vector(tapply((zp*0+1),zp,sum))
yz=tapply(sp1,zp,mean) ; xz=sort(unique(zp))
out=smooth.spline(xz,yz,w=wt,df=pp*length(yz))
zz=predict(out)$x ; muz=predict(out)$y
sp2 = sp1/(approx(zz,muz,xout=zp,rule=2)$y)
# Radial
wt=as.vector(tapply((rp*0+1),rp,sum))
yr=tapply(sp2,rp,mean) ; xr=sort(unique(rp))
out=smooth.spline(xr,yr,w=wt,df=pp*length(yr))
rr=predict(out)$x ; mur=predict(out)$y
sp3 = sp2/(approx(rr,mur,xout=rp,rule=2)$y)
#par(mfrow=c(2,2))
plot(xt,yt,pch=16,main="Temporal",xlab="t (min)",
ylab=" ",ylim=range(yt,yz,yr))
lines(tt,mut,col=4); abline(h=1,col=2,lwd=2)
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plot(xz,yz,pch=16,main="Axial",xlab="z (mm)",ylab=" ",
ylim=range(yt,yz,yr))
lines(zz,muz,col=4); abline(h=1,col=2,lwd=2)
plot(xr,yr,pch=16,main="Radial",xlab="r (mm)",ylab=" ",
ylim=range(yt,yz,yr))
lines(rr,mur,col=4); abline(h=1,col=2,lwd=2)
cf=mu0+sp*0
if(it==1){ cf = cf*(approx(tt,mut,xout=tp,rule=2)$y) }
if(iz==1){ cf = cf*(approx(zz,muz,xout=zp,rule=2)$y) }
if(ir==1){ cf = cf*(approx(rr,mur,xout=rp,rule=2)$y) }
e <- new.env()
e$cf = cf
e$mu = mu0
e$mut = cbind(tt,mut)
e$muz = cbind(zz,muz)
e$mur = cbind(rr,mur)
e
}
# Scale Adjustment for SD
# (ep has mean 1 ; bias adjusted sp data)
sds <- function(tp,zp,rp,ep,pp,it,iz,ir) {
ep0= ep*ep
sd0=sqrt(mean(ep0));ep0=ep0/mean(ep0)
# Temporal
wt=as.vector(tapply((tp*0+1),tp,sum))
yt=tapply(ep0,tp,mean) ; xt=sort(unique(tp))
out=smooth.spline(xt,yt,w=wt,df=pp*length(yt))
tt=predict(out)$x ; mut=predict(out)$y
ep1 = ep0/(approx(tt,mut,xout=tp,rule=2)$y)
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# Axial
wt=as.vector(tapply((zp*0+1),zp,sum))
yz=tapply(ep1,zp,mean) ; xz=sort(unique(zp))
out=smooth.spline(xz,yz,w=wt,df=pp*length(yz))
zz=predict(out)$x ; muz=predict(out)$y
ep2 = ep1/(approx(zz,muz,xout=zp,rule=2)$y)
# Radial
wt=as.vector(tapply((rp*0+1),rp,sum))
yr=tapply(ep2,rp,mean) ; xr=sort(unique(rp))
out=smooth.spline(xr,yr,w=wt,df=pp*length(yr))
rr=predict(out)$x ; mur=predict(out)$y
ep3 = ep2/(approx(rr,mur,xout=rp,rule=2)$y)
yt=sqrt(yt) ; yz=sqrt(yz) ; yr=sqrt(yr)
mut=sqrt(mut) ; muz=sqrt(muz) ; mur=sqrt(mur)
plot(xt,yt,pch=16,main="Temporal",xlab="t (min)",
ylab=" ",ylim=range(yt,yz,yr))
lines(tt,mut,col=4); abline(h=1,col=2,lwd=2)
plot(xz,yz,pch=16,main="Axial",xlab="z (mm)",ylab=" ",
ylim=range(yt,yz,yr))
lines(zz,muz,col=4); abline(h=1,col=2,lwd=2)
plot(xr,yr,pch=16,main="Radial",xlab="r (mm)",ylab=" ",
ylim=range(yt,yz,yr))
lines(rr,mur,col=4); abline(h=1,col=2,lwd=2)
cf=sd0+ep*0
if(it==1) { cf = cf*(approx(tt,mut,xout=tp,rule=2)$y) }
if(iz==1) { cf = cf*(approx(zz,muz,xout=zp,rule=2)$y) }
if(ir==1) { cf = cf*(approx(rr,mur,xout=rp,rule=2)$y) }
e <- new.env()
e$cf = cf
e$sd = sd0
e$sdt = cbind(tt,mut)
e$sdz = cbind(zz,muz)
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e$sdr = cbind(rr,mur)
e
}
#
# Produce a lagged-version of the data indexed by
# [x,y,z,t] using one of the co-ordinates x,y,z
# (indicated by cflag) . The lag is given by l
# x,y,z,t are integers
dlag <- function(x,y,z,t,data,l,cflag) {
x=as.integer(x) ; y=as.integer(y)
z=as.integer(z) ; t=as.integer(t)
# cflag=1 ; l=1 ; a=38
it=as.integer(unique(sort(t)))
iz=as.integer(unique(sort(z)))
iy=as.integer(unique(sort(y)))
ix=as.integer(unique(sort(x)))
n=length(data) ; ind=c(1:n);datal=rep(NA,n)
# Organize Calculation by time
for( a in it ) {
indt=ind[a==t]
if(cflag==1) { # x-lag
zt=z[indt]
for(k in iz) { indtz=indt[zt==k] ; ytz=y[indtz]
iy=unique(ytz)
for(j in iy) {
inds= indtz[(j==ytz)] ; xs=x[inds]
mxxs=max(xs) ; mnxs=min(xs)
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indss=inds[((xs+l)<=mxxs)&((xs+l)>=mnxs)]
ns=length(indss)
if(ns>0) { xss=x[indss]
for(i in 1:ns){indil=indss[((xss[i]+l)==xs)]
if(length(indil)>0){datal[inds[i]]=
data[indil]}
}}
} # j
} # k
} # cflag =1
if(cflag==2) { # y-lag
zt=z[indt]
for(k in iz) { indtz=indt[zt==k] ; xtz=x[indtz]
ix=unique(xtz)
for(j in ix) {
inds= indtz[(j==xtz)] ; ys=y[inds]
mxys=max(ys) ; mnys=min(ys)
indss=inds[((ys+l)<=mxys)&((ys+l)>=mnys)]
ns=length(indss)
if(ns>0) { yss=y[indss]
for(i in 1:ns){indil=inds[((yss[i]+l)==ys)]
if(length(indil)>0){datal[inds[i]]=
data[indil] }
}}
} # j
} # k
} # cflag =2
if(cflag==3) { # z-lag
yt=y[indt]
for(k in iy) { indty=indt[yt==k] ; xtz=x[indty]
ix=unique(xtz)
for(j in ix) {
if(length(indty[(j==xtz)])>0){
inds= indty[(j==xtz)] ; zs=z[inds]
mxzs=max(zs) ; mnzs=min(zs)
indss=inds[((zs+l)<=mxzs)&((zs+l)>=mnzs)]
ns=length(indss)
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if(ns>0) { zss=z[indss]
for(i in 1:ns){indil=inds[((zss[i]+l)==zs)]
if(length(indil)>0){datal[inds[i]]=
data[indil] }
}}
}
} # j
} # k
} # cflag =3
} # t index
datal
}
#
# Produce a spatial auto-covarinace at lag (l,k)
# in one of coordinates x,y and z
acflk <- function(x,y,z,t,data,l,ixy,k) {
# ixy=1 ; l=1 ; k=18
cflag=ixy #lag in x-y domain
datan=dlag(x,y,z,t,data, l,cflag)
cflag=3 #add lag in z domain
datan = dlag(x,y,z,t,datan,k,cflag)
u=data*datan ; v=u[is.na(u)==F];cv=NA;se=NA;ne=0
if(length(v)>0) { cv=mean(v) ; ne=length(v)
se = sqrt(var(v)/(ne+.1)) }
e= c(l,k,cv,2*se,round(ne))
e
}
#####################END SUBFUNCTIONS####################
# Estimate temporal (t), axial (k) and radial (r) bias
# and standard deviations (SD)
par(mfrow=c(2,3))
pp=.7 ; it=1;iz=1;ir=1; ssp = sp ;cfmu=sp*0+1
for(k in 1:2) { e=biass(tp,zp,rp,ssp,pp,it,iz,ir)
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ssp=ssp/e$cf ; cfmu=cfmu*e$cf
if(k==1) { mut=e$mut[,1]*0+1 ; muz=e$muz[,1]*0+1
mur=e$mur[,1]*0+1 }
if(it>0) {mut=mut*e$mut[,2] }
if(iz>0) {muz=muz*e$muz[,2] }
if(ir>0) {mur=mur*e$mur[,2] }
}
mut=cbind(e$mut[,1],mut);muz=cbind(e$muz[,1],muz)
mur=cbind(e$mur[,1],mur)
pp=.7 ; it=1;iz=1;ir=1; ep = (sp/cfmu-1); cfsd=sp*0+1
for(k in 1:6) { e=sds(tp,zp,rp,ep,pp,it,iz,ir)
ep=ep/e$cf ; cfsd=cfsd*e$cf
if(k==1) { sdt=e$sdt[,1]*0+1 ; sdz=e$sdz[,1]*0+1
sdr=e$sdr[,1]*0+1 }
if(it>0) {sdt=sdt*e$sdt[,2] }
if(iz>0) {sdz=sdz*e$sdz[,2] }
if(ir>0) {sdr=sdr*e$sdr[,2] }
}
sdt=cbind(e$sdt[,1],sdt);sdz=cbind(e$sdz[,1],sdz)
sdr=cbind(e$sdr[,1],sdr)
zp= (zp/x3pix-min(zp)/x3pix )+1
xp= (xp/x1pix-min(xp)/x1pix )+1
yp= (yp/x1pix-min(yp)/x1pix )+1
t=tp*0 ;nd=length(tme)
for(i in 1:nd) { t[tp==tme[i]]=i } ; tp=t
x=as.integer(xp) ; y=as.integer(yp)
z=as.integer(zp) ; t=as.integer(tp)
# Spatial Covariance Patterns
acfsx=NULL ; nz=12 ; nx=9
for(k in 0:nz) {
for(l in 0:nx) {
ixy=1
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acfsx=rbind(acfsx,acflk(x,y,z,t,data,l,ixy,k))
}}
acfsy=NULL; nz=12 ; nx=9
for(k in 0:nz) {
for(l in 0:nx) {
ixy=2
acfsy=rbind(acfsy,acflk(x,y,z,t,data,l,ixy,k))
}}
mx=matrix(acfsx[,3],ncol=(nz+1))
my=matrix(acfsy[,3],ncol=(nz+1))
xse=matrix(acfsx[,4],ncol=(nz+1))
yse=matrix(acfsy[,4],ncol=(nz+1))
mxa = mx[,1] %o% mx[1,]
# Figure 3.5 top
plot((0:nx)*x1pix,(mx[,1]+my[,1])/2,type="h",lwd=3,
col=1,xlab="mm",main="Transaxial (ACF) ",ylab=
"1-D ACF",xlim=range(-1,(x1pix*nx+1)))
points(((0:nx)*x1pix)-.75,(mx[,1]),type="h",lwd=2,col=2)
points(((0:nx)*x1pix)+1,(my[,1]),type="h",lwd=2,col=3)
abline(h=0)
matlines((0:nx)*x1pix,cbind(-2*xse[,1],2*xse[,1]),
lty=c(4),col=1)
plot((0:nz)*x3pix,mx[1,],type="h",lwd=3,col=1,xlab="mm",
main="Axial (ACF)",ylab="1-D ACF")
matlines((0:nz)*x3pix,cbind(-2*xse[1,],2*xse[1,]),
lty=c(4),col=1)
abline(h=0)
# Figure 3.4
par(mfcol=c(3,2),pty="m")
boxplot(sp~round(tp,1),pch=".",ylab="Temporal",main=
"Raw",xlab="t (min)")
boxplot(sp~round(zp),pch=".",ylab="Axial",xlab=
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"z (mm)")
boxplot(sp~round(rp),pch=".",ylab="Radial")
ep=(sp/cfmu-1)/cfsd
boxplot(ep~round(tp,1),pch=".",xlab="t (min)",main=
"Standardized")
boxplot(ep~round(zp),pch=".",xlab="z (min)")
boxplot(ep~round(rp),pch=".")
# Figure 3.5 bottom
par(mfrow=c(2,1),pty="m")
phi=1 ; epp=(sp^phi-cfmu^phi)/(cfsd/cfmu^phi)
hist(epp,main="Normalized Values")
par(new=T);qqnorm(epp,axes=F,pch=".",xlab=" ",
ylab="",main=" ",col=4)
phi=.333 ; epp=(sp^phi-cfmu^phi)/(cfsd/cfmu^phi)
hist(epp,main="Skew Adjusted Values")
par(new=T);qqnorm(epp,axes=F,pch=".",xlab=" ",
ylab="",main=" ",col=4)
##########################################################
#-----------Chapter 4 Multilicative Gamma Model----------#
##########################################################
####Source subfunctions first - file name: "subfuns.R"####
ls.est <- function(zij,I,J){ # LS estimation
mu1=as.vector(tapply(zij,J,mean))
mu1=mu1/mean(mu1)
Mi=NULL;Mj=NULL;error=NULL
for(m in 1:20){
Mu1=approx(sort(unique(J)),mu1,xout=J,rule=2)$y
mu2=as.vector(tapply(Mu1*zij,I,sum))/as.vector(
tapply(Mu1^2,I,sum))
Mu2=approx(sort(unique(I)),mu2,xout=I,rule=2)$y
mu1=as.vector(tapply(Mu2*zij,J,sum))/as.vector(
tapply(Mu2^2,J,sum))
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mu1=mu1/mean(mu1)
Mi <- cbind(Mi,mu1)
Mj <- cbind(Mj,mu2)
if(m > 1){
emi <- sum(((Mi[,m]-Mi[,m-1])/Mi[,m])^2)
emj <- sum(((Mj[,m]-Mj[,m-1])/Mj[,m])^2)
error <- cbind(error,c(emi,emj))
if(all(c(error[,m-1])<0.001)){break}}
}
muj=approx(sort(unique(J)),mu1,xout=J,rule=2)$y
mui=approx(sort(unique(I)),mu2,xout=I,rule=2)$y
mu0=mui*muj
yikt=((zij-mu0)^2)/mu0
ph1=as.vector(tapply(yikt,J,mean))
ph1=ph1/mean(ph1)
Pi=NULL;Pj=NULL;error=NULL
for(m in 1:20){
Ph1=approx(sort(unique(J)),ph1,xout=J,rule=2)$y
ph2=as.vector(tapply(Ph1*yikt,I,sum))/as.vector(
tapply((Ph1^2),I,sum))
Ph2=approx(sort(unique(I)),ph2,xout=I,rule=2)$y
ph1=as.vector(tapply(Ph2*yikt,J,sum))/as.vector(
tapply((Ph2^2),J,sum))
ph1=ph1/mean(ph1)
Pi <- cbind(Pi,ph1)
Pj <- cbind(Pj,ph2)
if(m > 1){
epi <- sum(((Pi[,m]-Pi[,m-1])/Pi[,m])^2)
epj <- sum(((Pj[,m]-Pj[,m-1])/Pj[,m])^2)
error <- cbind(error,c(epi,epj))
if(all(c(error[,m-1])<0.001)){break}}
}
phj=approx(sort(unique(J)),ph1,xout=J,rule=2)$y
phi=approx(sort(unique(I)),ph2,xout=I,rule=2)$y
phij=phi*phj
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e <- new.env()
e$mui = mui
e$muj = muj
e$phi = phi
e$phj = phj
e
}
simple <- function(zij,I,J){ # Simple mean and variance
mu1=as.vector(tapply(zij,J,mean))
mu2=as.vector(tapply(zij,I,mean))
muz=mu1/mean(mu1);mur=mu2
muj=approx(sort(unique(J)),muz,xout=J,rule=2)$y
mui=approx(sort(unique(I)),mur,xout=I,rule=2)$y
mu0=mui*muj
yij=(zij-mu0)^2/mu0
var1=as.vector(tapply(yij,J,mean))
var2=as.vector(tapply(yij,I,mean))
bmu=mean(mu2);bvar=mean(var2)
# adjust the initial mu[j] and phi[j] to have mean 1
varz=var1/mean(var1)
varr=var2
phj=approx(sort(unique(J)),varz,xout=J,rule=2)$y;
phi=approx(sort(unique(I)),varr,xout=I,rule=2)$y
phij=phi*phj
e <- new.env()
e$mui = mui
e$muj = muj
e$phi = phi
e$phj = phj
e
}
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# ML estimation
est <- function(mui,muj,phi,phj,zij,I,J,lambda,tol){
mu0=mui*muj;phij=phi*phj
L=NULL;Mi=NULL;Mj=NULL;Pi=NULL;Pj=NULL;error=NULL;Tao=NULL
for(i in 1:50){
gai=mui/phi;thj=muj/phj
# Estimate muij
e=e_fun(zij,mu0,gai,phij,J)
thj.hat=e$est
thj=approx(sort(unique(J)),thj.hat,xout=J,rule=2)$y
muj=(thj*phj)/mean(thj*phj) # adjust mu[j] to have mean 1
if(min(muj)<0){muj.hat=-1;mui.hat="negative";break}
mu0=mui*muj
e=e_fun(zij,mu0,thj,phij,I)
gai.hat=e$est
gai=approx(sort(unique(I)),gai.hat,xout=I,rule=2)$y
mui=gai*phi
if(min(mui)<0){mui.hat=-1;break}
mu0=mui*muj
# Estimate phij
muij=mu0
lambda=rev(sort(lambda))
kk=length(lambda)
sigij=1/phij;sigi=1/phi;sigj=1/phj
for(m in 1:kk){
lam1 = lambda[m]
dl=zij*sigj-muij*sigj*log(zij*sigij)-muij*sigj+muij*sigj*
digamma(muij*sigij)
dl2=(muij^2)*(sigj^2)*trigamma(muij*sigij)-muij*sigj/sigi
hat=as.vector(tapply(dl,I,sum))/as.vector(tapply(dl2,I,sum))
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hat2=as.vector(tapply(sigi,I,unique))-lam1*hat
if(min(hat2)>0) {break}
}
sigi.hat=hat2
sigi=approx(sort(unique(I)),sigi.hat,xout=I,rule=2)$y
sigij=sigi*sigj
for(m in 1:kk){
lam2 = lambda[m]
dl=zij*sigi-muij*sigi*log(zij*sigij)-muij*sigi+muij*sigi*
digamma(muij*sigij)
dl2=(muij^2)*(sigi^2)*trigamma(muij*sigij)-muij*sigi/sigj
hat=as.vector(tapply(dl,J,sum))/as.vector(tapply(dl2,J,sum))
hat2=as.vector(tapply(sigj,J,unique))-lam2*hat
if(min(hat2)>0) {break}
}
sigj.hat=hat2
# adjust phi[j] to have mean 1
pj=(1/sigj.hat)/mean(1/sigj.hat)
sigj.hat=1/pj
sigj=approx(sort(unique(J)),sigj.hat,xout=J,rule=2)$y
sigij=sigi*sigj
phij=1/sigij;phi=1/sigi; phj=1/sigj
mui.hat=as.vector(tapply(mui,I,unique));bmu=mean(mui.hat)
mui.hat=mui.hat/bmu
muj.hat=as.vector(tapply(muj,J,unique))
phi.hat=1/sigi.hat;bphi=mean(phi.hat);phi.hat=phi.hat/bphi
phj.hat=1/sigj.hat
Mi <- cbind(Mi,mui.hat)
Mj <- cbind(Mj,muj.hat)
Pi <- cbind(Pi,phi.hat)
Pj <- cbind(Pj,phj.hat)
if(i > 1){
emi <- sum(((Mi[,i]-Mi[,i-1])/Mi[,i])^2)
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emj <- sum(((Mj[,i]-Mj[,i-1])/Mj[,i])^2)
epi <- sum(((Pi[,i]-Pi[,i-1])/Pi[,i])^2)
epj <- sum(((Pj[,i]-Pj[,i-1])/Pj[,i])^2)
error <- cbind(error,c(emi,emj,epi,epj))
if(all(c(error[,i-1])<tol)){break} # tolerance error
}}
e <- new.env()
e$mui = mui.hat
e$muj = muj.hat
e$phi = phi.hat
e$phj = phj.hat
e$error = error
e$bmu = bmu
e$bphi = bphi
e
}
e_fun<-function(zij,mu0,hat,phij,location){
xi0 = mu0/phij
wij = trigamma(xi0)
uij=zij/phij
yij = xi0 + (log(uij)-digamma(xi0))/(trigamma(xi0))
wrss = sum(wij*(yij-xi0)^2)
est = as.vector(tapply(wij*yij*hat,location,sum))/
as.vector(tapply(wij*(hat^2),location,sum))
e <- new.env()
e$wrss = wrss
e$est = est
e
}
######################END SUBFUNCTIONS####################
load("sp.RData")
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load("tp.RData")
load("zp.RData")
load("xp.RData")
load("yp.RData")
source("subfuns.R")
# FBP
sp=sp+abs(min(sp))+(1e-15)
# IR
sp=sp/mean(sp)
dur = c(rep(5,16),rep(10,7),rep(30,5),rep(60,5),
rep(180,5),rep(300,7))
te=cumsum(dur)
ts=te-dur
tme=(ts+te)/120
lam=log(2)/109.77
wme=(dur/60) * exp(0-lam*tme)
wme=wme/max(wme)
zz=sort(unique(zp))
#
# Estimation
#
flag=1
zij=sp
lambda=c(1:10)/10;tol=0.001
# Generate I,J
I=tp;J=zp
# Least square estimation
init1=ls.est(zij,I,J)
mui=init1$mui;muj=init1$muj;phi=init1$phi;phj=init1$phj
mu1=as.vector(tapply(mui,I,unique));mu1=mu1/mean(mu1)
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mu2=as.vector(tapply(muj,J,unique))
ph1=as.vector(tapply(phi,I,unique));ph1=ph1/mean(ph1)
ph2=as.vector(tapply(phj,J,unique))
if(flag==1){ # Initial value - LS estimates
mui=init1$mui;muj=init1$muj
phi=init1$phi;phj=init1$phj
}
if(flag==2){ # Initial Value by Simple mean and var
init2=simple(zij,I,J)
mui=init2$mui;muj=init2$muj
phi=init2$phi;phj=init2$phj
}
# ML estimation
e=est(mui,muj,phi,phj,zij,I,J,lambda,tol)
mui.hat=e$mui
muj.hat=e$muj
phi.hat=e$phi
phj.hat=e$phj
error=e$error
bmu=e$bmu
bphi=e$bphi
# Figure 4.8 - Gamma model fit
par(mfcol=c(2,3),cex=0.7,mai=c(0.7,0.7,0.6,0),
oma=c(0,0,0,0.7),font=2,font.axis=2,font.lab=2)
plot(tme,mu1-1,type="l",main="Temporal",lwd=2,xlab=
"t (min)",ylab="Bias",ylim=c(-0.017,0.017),cex.lab=
1.6,cex.main=1.8,cex.axis=1.4)
abline(h=0,lty=2,col="grey")
lines(tme,mui.hat-1,lty=2,col=2,lwd=2)
legend("top",legend=c("LS","ML"),lty=c(1,2),col=c(1,2),
lwd=2)
plot(tme,ph1*wme/sum(ph1*wme),ylim=c(0.016,0.029),type="l",
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lwd=2,xlab="t (min)",ylab="Variance",cex.lab=1.6,
cex.axis=1.4)
lines(tme,(phi.hat*wme/sum(phi.hat*wme)),lty=2,col=2,lwd=2)
legend("bottom",legend=c("LS","ML"),lty=c(1,2),col=c(1,2),
lwd=2)
plot(zz,mu2-1,type="l",main="Axial",lwd=2,xlab="k (mm)",
ylab="",ylim=c(-0.032,0.017),cex.lab=1.6,cex.main=1.8,
cex.axis=1.4)
abline(h=0,lty=2,col=’grey’)
lines(zz,muj.hat-1,lty=2,col=2,lwd=2)
legend("bottom",legend=c("LS","ML"),lty=c(1,2),col=c(1,2),
lwd=2)
plot(zz,ph2,type="l",lwd=2,xlab="k (mm)",ylab="",cex.lab=1.6,
cex.axis=1.4)
lines(zz,phj.hat,lty=2,col=2,lwd=2)
legend("top",legend=c("LS","ML"),lty=c(1,2),col=c(1,2),lwd=2)
# Normalized model residuals
library(MASS)
muij<-approx(sort(unique(I)),mui.hat,xout=I,rule=2)$y *
approx(sort(unique(J)),muj.hat,xout=J,rule=2)$y*bmu
phij<-approx(sort(unique(I)),phi.hat,xout=I,rule=2)$y *
approx(sort(unique(J)),phj.hat,xout=J,rule=2)$y*bphi
cdf=pgamma(zij,shape=muij/phij,scale=phij)
res <- qnorm(cdf)
hist(res,main="Multiplicative Model\nResiduals",cex.main=
1.4,xlab="",ylab="",density=15,cex.lab=1,cex.axis=1.4,
adj=0.5)
par(new=T)
x<-seq(from=range(res)[1],to=range(res)[2],length.out=1000)
plot(x,dnorm(x,mean=0,sd=1),xlab="",ylab="",axes=F,main="",
type="l",col=2,lwd=2)
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qqplot(res.g,res,pch=20,cex=0.8,main="",xlab="Multiplicative
Model\nResiduals",ylab="Normalized Gamma Residuals",
cex.lab=1.1,cex.axis=1.4,adj=0.5)
# FBP
res2 <- res[res>=-5] ; res.g<-res.g[res.g>=-5]
hist(res2,main="Multiplicative Model \n Residuals",
cex.main=1.4,xlab="",ylab="",density=15,cex.lab=1,
cex.axis=1.4,adj=0.5)
par(new=T)
x<-seq(from=range(res2)[1],to=range(res2)[2],length.out=
1000)
plot(x,dnorm(x,mean=0,sd=1),xlab="",ylab="",axes=F,main=
"",type="l",col=2,lwd=2)
#qqplot(res.g,res2,pch=20,cex=0.8,main="",xlab=
# "Multiplicative Model\nResiduals",ylab="Normalized
# Gamma Residuals",cex.lab=1.1,cex.axis=1.4,adj=0.5)
x1pix=5.46875; x2pix=x1pix ; x3pix=3.27
zp= (zp/x3pix-min(zp)/x3pix )+1
xp= (xp/x1pix-min(xp)/x1pix )+1
yp= (yp/x1pix-min(yp)/x1pix )+1
t=tp*0 ;nd=length(tme)
for(i in 1:nd) { t[tp==tme[i]]=i } ; tp=t
x=as.integer(xp) ; y=as.integer(yp)
z=as.integer(zp) ; t=as.integer(tp)
# Save residuals and corresponding index as data frame
dataIR<-data.frame(x=c(x),y=c(y),z=c(z),res,t=c(t))
save(dataIR,file="dataIR.Rdata")
#dataFBP<-data.frame(x=c(x),y=c(y),z=c(z),res.n,t=c(t))
#save(dataFBP,file="dataFBP.Rdata")
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##########################################################
#-------------------Chapter 5 SAR Model------------------#
##########################################################
##Source subfunctions first - file name: "ACFfuns3D.txt"##
SARsim3D=function(Amod, N, Nz)
{
Aarray=array(0,dim = c(N,N,Nz))
Aarray[1:5,1:5,1:5]=Amod
omega1mat=matrix(rep(c(0:(N-1)),times=N),ncol=N)
omega2mat=t(omega1mat)
Aa=array(0,dim = c(N,N,Nz))
for(kkk in (1:Nz)){Aa[,,kkk] =
(omega1mat+omega2mat)+(kkk-1)}
omega=c(2*Aa*2*pi/N)
complexV=array(complex(length.out = 0, real =0,
imaginary =omega),dim=c(N,N,Nz))
Afft=fft(Aarray)*exp(complexV)
u=array(rnorm(n=N*N*Nz),dim=c(N,N,Nz))
xfft=fft(u)/Afft
xarray=Re(fft(xfft,inverse=t))/(N*N*Nz)
xarray
}
# Generate 3-D images with the specified autoregressive
# structures
AcfMod3Dcl=function(ax2,ax1,ay2,ay1,az2,az1,c1,c2, N, Nz)
{
A3=matrix(0,ncol=5,nrow=5)
A3[1,3]=ay2;A3[2,3]=ay1;A3[3,3]=1;A3[4,3]=ay1;A3[5,3]=ay2
A3[3,1]=ax2; A3[3,2]= ax1;A3[3,4]=ax1;A3[3,5]=ax2
A3[2,2]=c1; A3[2,4]=c1;A3[4,2]=c1; A3[4,4]=c1
A2=matrix(0,ncol=5,nrow=5)
A2[2,3]= c2;A2[3,3]=az1;A2[4,3]=c2;
A2[3,2]= c2;A2[3,4]=c2;
A5=matrix(0,ncol=5,nrow=5)
A5[3,3]=az2
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Amod=array(0,dim=c(5,5,5))
Amod[,,3]=A3;Amod[,,2]=A2;Amod[,,4]=A2; Amod[,,5]=A5
Amod[,,1]=A5
Aarray=array(0,dim = c(N,N,Nz))
Aarray[1:5,1:5, 1:5]=Amod
fftimage <- fft(Aarray)
congfft <- Conj(fftimage)
ans1 <- fftimage * congfft
pans=Re(ans1)
npans1=pans[c((N/2):2,1:(N/2)),,]
npans2=npans1[,c((N/2):2,1:(N/2)),]
npans3=npans2[,,c(ceiling(Nz/2):2,1:ceiling(Nz/2))]
N=dim(npans3)[1]
omega1mat=matrix(rep(c(0:(N-1)),times=N),ncol=N)
omega2mat=t(omega1mat)
Aa=array(0,dim = c(N,N,Nz))
for ( kkk in (1:Nz)){
Aa[,,kkk]= (omega1mat+omega2mat)+(kkk-1)}
omega=c(-((N-1)/2)*Aa*2*pi/N)
complexV=array(complex(length.out = 0, real =0,
imaginary =omega),dim=c(N,N,Nz))
Afft=fft(1./npans3,inverse=T)*exp(complexV)
Acfarray=Re(Afft)
Acfarray=Acfarray/Acfarray[1,1,1]
acf=rotation3d(Acfarray,N,Nz)
acf[m]
}
rotation <- function(m) {
if(is.integer(dim(m)[1]/2)){
dims <- dim(m)
m1 <- cbind(m[,(dims[2]/2+1):dims[2]],m[,1:(dims[2]/2)])
rbind(m1[(dims[1]/2+1):dims[1],],m1[1:(dims[1]/2),])
}
else {
dims <- dim(m)
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m1 <- cbind(m[,(ceiling(dims[2]/2)+1):dims[2]],
m[,1:(ceiling(dims[2]/2))])
rbind(m1[(ceiling(dims[1]/2+1)):dims[1],],
m1[1:(ceiling(dims[1]/2)),])
}
}
rotation3d<-function(acf,nxy,nz){
acf0=acf
for(i in 1:nz){
acf0[,,i]=rotation(acf[,,i])
}
acf00=acf
z=ceiling(nz/2)
acf00[,,1:z]=acf0[,,z:1]
acf00[,,(z+1):nz]=acf0[,,nz:(z+1)]
acf1=acf00
if(nxy%%2==0) {acf1=acf00[2:nxy,2:nxy,]}
if(nz%%2==0) {acf1=acf1[,,1:(nz-1)]}
acf1
}
iacf <- function(image,flag){
fftimage <- fft(image)
congfft <- Conj(fftimage)
ans1 <- fftimage * congfft
ans2 <- Re(fft(ans1, inverse=TRUE))
if(flag=="1D") {acf <- ans2/ans2[1]}
if(flag=="2D") {acf <- ans2/ans2[1,1]}
if(flag=="3D") {acf <- ans2/ans2[1,1,1]}
acf
}
######################END SUBFUNCTIONS####################
# number of lags
n1=n2=n3=seq(-2,2,by=1)
count=0;ind=NULL
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for(i in 1:5){
for(j in 1:5){
for(k in 1:5){
if((abs(n1[i])+abs(n2[j])+abs(n3[k]))<=2) {
count=count+1
ind=rbind(ind,c(n1[i],n2[j],n3[k]))}
}
}
}
ind=ind[c(1:12,14:25),]
dl=l=ll=NULL
for(i in 1:24){
for(j in 1:24){
dl=rbind(dl,ind[i,]-ind[j,])
l=rbind(l,ind[i,])
ll=rbind(ll,ind[j,])
}}
udl=unique(dl)
factor=apply(dl,1,as.vector)
library(dplyr)
match=plyr::count(dl, names(dl))
freq= match
for(i in 1:129){
for(j in 1:129){
if(all(udl[i,]==as.vector(match[j,1:3]))) freq[i,]=match[j,]
}}
lfreq=freq
l0=l[!duplicated(dl),];ll0=ll[!duplicated(dl),]
fftimage <- fft(xarray)
congfft <- Conj(fftimage)
ans1 <- fftimage * congfft
ans2 <- Re(fft(ans1, inverse=TRUE))/(N*N*Nz)
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ans = ans2/ans2[1,1,1]
acf=rotation3d(ans,30,45) #acf[15,15,23]=1
m=cbind(udl[,1]+15,udl[,2]+15,udl[,3]+23) # Find index
cl=acf[m]
source("ACFfuns3D.txt")
acfl=AcfMod3Dcl(ax2,ax1,ay2,ay1,az2,az1,c1,c2,N,Nz)
wr=lfreq[,4] # weights
nlsobj1=nls(cl~AcfMod3Dcl(ax2,ax1,ay2,ay1,az2,az1,c1,c2,N,Nz),
control=list(tol=1e-5,minFactor=0.000000176562),
start=list(ax2=0.015,ax1=-0.2,ay2=0.014,ay1=-0.2,
az2=0.04,az1=-0.2,c1=0.02,c2=0.037),
weights=sqrt(wr))
# Compute the model residuals
ax1=coef(nlsobj)[1]; ax2=coef(nlsobj)[2]
ay1=coef(nlsobj)[3]; ay2=coef(nlsobj)[4]
az1=coef(nlsobj)[5];az2=coef(nlsobj)[6]
c1=coef(nlsobj)[7];c2=coef(nlsobj)[8]
A3=matrix(0,ncol=5,nrow=5)
A3[1,3]=ay2; A3[2,3]= ay1;A3[3,3]=1;A3[4,3]=ay1;A3[5,3]=ay2
A3[3,1]=ax2; A3[3,2]= ax1;A3[3,4]=ax1;A3[3,5]=ax2
A3[2,2]=c1; A3[2,4]= c1;A3[4,2]=c1;A3[4,4]=c1
A2=matrix(0,ncol=5,nrow=5)
A2[3,3]=az1
A2[2,3]=c2; A2[4,3]= c2;A2[3,2]=c2;A2[3,4]=c2
A5=matrix(0,ncol=5,nrow=5)
A5[3,3]=az2
Amod=array(0,dim=c(5,5,5))
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Amod[,,3]=A3;Amod[,,2]=A2;Amod[,,4]=A2;
Amod[,,5]=A5; Amod[,,1]=A5;
resiarray=xarray
for ( ix in (3:(N-2))){
for ( iy in (3:(N-2))){
for ( iz in(3:(Nz-2))){
resival=0.0
for ( lx in (-2:2))
{for (ly in (-2:2))
{ for (lz in (-2:2))
{
resival=resival+Amod[lx+3,ly+3,lz+3]*
xarray[ix-lx,iy-ly,iz-lz]
}
}
}
resiarray[ix,iy,iz]=resival
}
}
}
acf=iacf(resiarray[3:(N-2),3:(N-2),3:(Nz-2)],"3D")
racf=rotation3d(acf,dim(acf)[1],dim(acf)[3])
# Figure 5.8 bottom
par(mfrow=c(2,3),font=2,font.axis=2,font.lab=2)
ci=1.96/sqrt(N*N*Nz)
nx=ceiling(N/2)-2;nz=ceiling(Nz/2)-2
plot(c(0:12),racf[,nx,nz][nx:length(racf[,nx,nz])],
type="o",lty=2,col=4,pch=20,ylab="3-D ACF",xlab=
"x-lag",main="Horizontal")
abline(h=c(ci,-ci),col="grey",lty=3)
legend("topright",legend=c("Residuals"),col=4,lty=2,pch=20)
plot(c(0:12),racf[nx,,nz][nx:length(racf[nx,,nz])],
type="o",lty=2,col=2,pch=20,ylab="3-D ACF",xlab=
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"y-lag",main="Vertical")
abline(h=c(ci,-ci),col="grey",lty=3)
legend("topright",legend=c("Residuals"),col=2,lty=2,pch=20)
plot(c(0:20),racf[nx,nx,][nz:length(racf[nx,nx,])],
type="o",lty=2,col=3,pch=20,ylab="3-D ACF",xlab=
"z-lag",main="Axial")
abline(h=c(ci,-ci),col="grey",lty=3)
legend("topright",legend=c("Residuals"),col=3,lty=2,pch=20)
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Nomenclature
iid Independent and Identically Distributed
1-D One Dimension/Dimensional
2-D Two Dimension/Dimensional
3-D Three Dimension/Dimensional
ACF Auto-correlation Function
ACRIN American College of Radiology Imaging Network
AR Auto-regressive
ASIRT Additive Simultaneous Iterative Reconstruction Technique
CQIE Centres for Quantitative Imaging Excellence
CT Computed Tomography
CUH Cork University Hospital
ECG Electrocardiography
EEG Electroencephalography
EM Expectation-Maximisation
FBP Filtered Back-projection
FDG Fluorodeoxyglucose
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
fMRI functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
FOV Field of View
128
Nomenclature
GE General Electric
GLM Generalised Linear Models
IR Iterative Reconstruction/Reconstructed
IRLS Iterative Re-weighted Least Squares
LOR Line of Response
LS Least Squares
LSA Least Squares Autoregression
LSO Lutetium Oxyorthosilicate
ML Maximum Likelihood
ML-EM Maximum Likelihood Expectation Maximisation
MLE Maximum Likelihood Estimate
MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging
MSE Mean Squared Error
NCI National Cancer Institute
NLS Non-linear Least Squares
OLS Ordinary Least Squares
OSEM Ordered Subset Expectation-Maximisation
PET Positron Emission Tomography
Q-Q Quantile-Quantile
QA Quality Assurance
QC Quality Control
RAMLA Row-Action Maximum Likelihood Algorithm
ROI Region of Interest
SAR Spatial Auto-regressive
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SNR Signal-to-noise Ratio
SPECT Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography
UCC University College Cork
VSK Vardi-Shepp-Kaufman
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